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BIBLE NEW TESTAMENT – REVELATION by JOHN – ILLUMINATED by MARY
MAGDALENE:
“We live in very unusual times and our world is getting stranger every day. Global events are beginning
to accelerate and many of us feel like all sorts of craziness could start breaking loose at any moment.”
28 July 2019 by Michael Snyder of Zero Hedge
Humanity appears to be living more and
more in a surreal environment rather than
its normal stupor. Economies appear to
reflect strong stock market indices;
positive housing markets with historically
low interest rates as well as long term,
very low inflation rates. This is also in
line with low unemployment, yet there is
this nervousness of impending doom and
gloom. Countries are electing leaders of
the ‘disruptor’ class and people are
expressing their unrest in strenuous public
protests and gatherings.
Humanity is yet to realise that it is poised
at the fork in the road and that most will
take the road leading into the storm while
few will head along the difficult but ultimately fulfilling road to the rainbow.
Humanity is about to be confronted with wave upon wave of disruption in never ending cycles, with
some intervals of calm only to be followed by relentless waves of disturbance. Humanity must realise
that the road to follow is not the one that replicates the past, but a new way of living which will herald a
bright future. This will be the greatest U-Turn ever imaginable for us all.
Humanity must abandon what was instilled into their psyche throughout the past 200,000 years. The
Rebellion and Default imposed upon naïve humanity by the rebellious Lanonandeks led by the soulmate
pairs of Lucifer and Satan and then Caligastia and Daligastia has ended – officially ended on 31 January
2018.
All systems, customs, practices, beliefs developed and adopted over the past 200,000 years – which is
everything – is to crumble, be dismantled and ended. Nothing that we take as normal is in truth and
love, it is all founded on the guile and evilness of the rebellious Lanonandeks.
FOR 200,000 years ALL SCRIPTURES are the WORK of the REBELLIOUS LANONANDEKS:
The rebellious Lanonandeks from within our local universe are these soulmate pairs:

Lucifer pair
Satan pair
Arrested and imprisoned 26 CE

Caligastia pair
Daligastia pair
Arrested and imprisoned early 1990s CE
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There is no greater error than the way we bring up our children. Nothing surpasses the wrongness in
how we control our children and suppress their true personality, whilst trying to make them more in our
own image. We try to turn their God-given personality into the personality that we ‘know’ is better for
them! How absurd is that! We as parents usurp our Heavenly Mother and Father and pretend to be god,
while crushing our children’s truth and personalty through suppression and repression – all of which
they have to heal themselves during their adult or spirit life.
The greatest crime committed by all of humanity is the way we bring up our children. That is why there
are seven spirit worlds dedicated to addressing childhood suppression and repression. The Law of
Forgiveness is addressed through three dedicated, healing spirit Mansion Worlds.
From conception, which is the moment the
sperm and egg join and commence the
forming of the embryo, our soul is being
immersed in the errors of our physical parents.
Incarnation is confirmed, the moment when
the embryo has developed to the point that its
heart begins pumping blood, some sixteen
days after conception. It is at the moment of
incarnation that we have individualised and
our one and only physical life commences.
Our parents have always been mind controlled
and addicted to their minds. Our minds
cannot discern truth from falseness. Further,
our minds are addicted to control, thus
rejecting and repressing our soul based truth which emerges as feelings. We are to live by our feelings
and have our minds assist in implementing what our feelings are leading us to do. Our parents have
always drilled into us to worship our minds and suppress our feelings.

The whole human race is suffering from repressed childhood and mind control.
The Great U-Turn focuses upon the way we are to bring up our children. Presently no one knows how
we should bring up children, as no one has healed themselves of all the imposts of the Rebellion and
Default. The child of the first parents to complete their healing will be the first child into humanity
being of a true and perfect Celestial soul condition.

To bring this about, humanity is to come to understand what Living Feelings First is and then to
embrace Feeling Healing. Going further is embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father’s Divine Love,
and in doing so, whilst undergoing your Feeling Healing is Soul Healing. Completing your Feeling
Healing while receiving Divine Love fits you to enter the Celestial Heavens – you become Divine and of
Celestial soul condition while living in the physical on Earth.
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Andon and Fonta, our first parents to long for our Heavenly Parents, lived nearly 1,000,000 years
ago. Naïve humanity was seduced by high spirits, the Lucifer pair, to believe they could be gods
through their minds, thus men subjected women to subordinacy 200,000 years ago. This was added
to by the default of the Adamic pair more than 38,000 years ago when they failed in their mission.

When Jesus with Mary achieved their full Regency of Nebadon, in 26 CE, they immediately had the
Lucifer and Satan soulmate pairs assigned to a spirit world prison. Since then, the Creator Pair have
been preparing for the ending of the Rebellion and Default for humanity of Earth. The Avonal Pair
now on Earth, once commencing their Healing, brought about the imprisonment of the Caligastia and
Daligastia pairs in the early 1990s. As the Avonal Pair advanced with their Healing they brought
about the formal end of the Rebellion and Default, on 31 January 2018. It is now for all of humanity
to embrace the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair and undertake their healing of the imposts of the
Rebellion and Default.

Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair will guide us
through our Feeling Healing and into the
Celestial Heavens with Divine Love, then the
Spirits of Truth of the Creator Pair will lead us
through the Celestial Heavens and out through
Nebadon towards our Heavenly Mother and
Father in Paradise.
Each generation of 25 years or so will see marginal embracement
of Feeling Healing, however 1,000 years will achieve
universality.

A few will complete their healing
during their lifetime but for many it will be incremental.
Universality of Feeling Healing with Divine Love will see the mitigation of discomfort, pain and
illness as well as the imposts of global warming and Earth changes. As those events are to ensure
that each of us embrace our feelings, both good and bad, down to the very core, so that we fully come
to know who we truly are. Sciences will endeavour to remove pain only to see disease manifest in
different forms. Earth disturbances are a result of the Harmonic Convergence of the late 1980s,
increasing the rotation of the Earth’s central core, this will only abate when humanity has universally
embraced Feeling Healing. These influences are only imposed upon us so that we do not step back
into the Rebellion and Default through complacency. Live Feelings First. We are to become the true
personalities we are, that being daughters and sons of our Heavenly Mother and Father.
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WRONG DIRECTION GUIDANCE of 200,000 years will be PAINFUL to SET ASIDE:
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven – 9 January 2019:
“As the soul is running everything, so we can’t just block it out and work mind to mind, which is why
all the other things in life keep happening to you to screw up your mind to mind way of living. All of
which is stuff that causes unpleasant feelings that you should use to uncover the truth of why you have
these feelings, but which you block out and just get to the point where so often it becomes ugly as the
mind-based relationship fails.”
“So life works like it’s a deep river
flowing along its defined courses.
And if you live in the feelings of it,
you’ll move through all the depths as
required, feeling what you will, and
bringing to light all the truth that
God and your soul wants you to see.
And if you continue to live denying
this way of living, living in and with
your mind in the lead, so you move
along in the shallow surface waters
of your river never going deeper
unless some traumatic experience
forces you under for a while and
until such time as you can sort yourself out, get better and resume your superficial life.”
“The flow of your river is always happening being brought about by your soul. And if you were living
the right way, so your feelings would lead you into ever revealing the truth of yourself to yourself. But
because you live denying this and so focused in your mind, it’s not that your river changes into it being
just one of your mind, which many people believe it does and try to force through most of the mind
controlling religions and ways of being, but it’s just that you fail to connect with the
deeper aspects of yourself and what’s really going on. The River of Feeling Life is
always flowing, and you’ll continue to miss out on the full depth and breadth of it until
you start to do your Healing and end your mind control. However it all sounds all very
nice, and yet who wants to be continually dragged down to the bottom of their river, there
to be crushed mercilessly into the hard bottom of it, or mired in all the mud and yuk feeling trapped and
with no way to get out of it, all so you can keep feeling all those layers of bad feelings, all seven
Mansion Worlds worth of them, all to reveal the truths of your unloving state?”
We have been unceasingly directed to live a life going in the wrong direction. This was imposed upon
naïve humanity by Earth’s spiritual guidance headed by Lucifer. All of the religious groupings on Earth
have embraced the Lucifer imposed guidance in the form of ancient texts, scriptures, dogmas, creeds,
rituals, cannon laws, etc. – there are NO exceptions. The 4,200 mainstream religions with their many
offshoots, maybe as many as 50,000, all have their special interpretation of how humanity is to go in the
wrong direction. This is enforced by parents, then schooling systems, mirrored by employers and then
reinforced by governments – all directing us to go in the wrong direction. We now have had revealed to
us how to go in the right direction through Feeling Healing. It is a painful process to engage in so as to
finally discover and reveal our true personality by peeling off the façade we each have embraced and
live. Living Feelings First is our way home to Paradise, the home of our Heavenly Mother and Father.
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SO HOW IS HUMANITY GOING TO BE ‘GUIDED’ TO THE GREAT U-TURN?
Every aspect of how we live will be questioned and found unloving. No existing element of how we
live will continue as we are now accustomed to. Everything will be found to be based on evilness and
be recognised as being vile. The Rebellion and Default was all invasive. The saintly will be found to be
grossly in error, the righteous will be found to be nothing other than charades and puppets for hidden
controllers and the evil ones. This will result in humanity tearing down all systems and discovering new
ways.
All living matter
Nothing that we see living in nature ever reincarnates. The life
force for a blade of grass returns to a central pool having had a
physical experience. From the central pool is then drawn the life
force to form a Nature Spirit. Example being Verna, a nature
spirit, she is the collective life force of some five hundred billion
nature elements – she is well balanced – half aquatic and half
terrestrial. When a nature spirit has experienced life sufficiently in
this manner, they progress to being a low level angel. Through this
manner of mind development they progress all the way to Paradise,
the home of our Heavenly Mother and Father.
The animals that we treat so inhumanely evolve firstly to become our personal Nature Spirits. And then
they evolve and become angels! Oh, how little we know about nature of which we are part. All of
nature is mind orientated whereas we of humanity are truth orientated through our souls thus setting us
apart and having a different evolutionary pathway.
For those who embrace and commence their Feeling Healing as well as embracing Divine Love, they
will find that to some degree they may eventually be able to connect and communicate with their very
own Nature Spirits – each of us has been assigned a pair of Nature Spirits exclusively for our whole
physical life – these Nature Spirits being uniquely compatible with our unique personality.
No animal, bird, fish or any living matter of nature survives into the spirit Mansion Worlds; they remain
on Earth to help us through our physical life!
Health and Disease
Our lack of soul healing through Feeling Healing is the generator of our disease. Should you become
fully healed then you will not require the services of the health care industry. No matter what
discomfort or style of illness there is ‘floating’ around, if you are healed of your childhood repression
and suppression then you will not be affected.
Have you ever asked why there is a new strain of influenza every year? Have you recently noticed that
more than one strain is appearing – annually! We are too to know why we are feeling such discomfort
and pain. We need to discover the truth of our own pain! We need to discover the truth of our own
pain! We will not be allowed to sit on a tropical beach and dream our wonderful life away – we are to
discover who we truly are and put aside the endeavours of our parents to make us mind worshippers and
like themselves. To prompt us to ask for the truth of ourselves through discomfort and illness, the
Nature Spirits are directed to create new and more aggressive influenza strains each year. Medical
science cannot match and beat them.
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The advances in medical science will evaporate so that we are driven to search for and find the truth
behind our personal discomforts and heal ourselves – ultimately through Feeling Healing.
We cause our own illness – well our parents induced the foundations of our own illness. Let us put this
more plainly. All illness that a child in the womb demonstrates is induced into it through the errors and
injuries of its parents! All the deformities and illness that arrive with a child at birth are the combination
of the cocktail of the parents’ childhood suppression and repression. When we heal our selves through
Feeling Healing then these issues will be no longer.
This is what we are going to be reminded of time and time again until we begin to heal ourselves.

We look to health care providers to suppress the symptoms and discomforts so that we can continue our
life unabated in the illusion we are happy using our minds to suppress the pain of not being true to
ourselves, never expressing our God given unique personality, always presenting the false self imposed
upon us by our parents. “Doctor, I have social engagements to go to this weekend, what can you do?”
So we take pills in order to consume further mind numbing social drugs, pacifiers and comfort food, all
in order so we can pretend to feel “happy” when we are all deep in our stupor of suppression and
repression.
The health industry is already aware they are defeated. So called eradicated illnesses are re-emerging in
the form of more virulent strains that antibiotics are impotent against. New illnesses are emerging for
which health science has no answer. Only when humanity embraces Feeling Healing will these
illnesses, these reminders that we are to be true to ourselves – to live through our feelings and heal
ourselves of our childhood suppression and repression – that health and happiness will be found.

The Drivers for Change
For 200,000 years we have been entrenched in worshipping our minds, trying to be mini-gods, instead of
being self-empowered through our soul’s truth that we’ve denied. Only since the Paradise Creator pair
came to Earth in the first century have spirit personalities begun to heal themselves and progress into the
Celestial Heavens, that which we too can now do on Earth. The Rebellion and Default are finally
ending, the old patterns of living will not be allowed to continue or re-emerge. Everything is going to
change.
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SPIRITUAL UNIVERSE CAMPS
NATURAL
LOVE camp

CELESTIAL
DIVINE LOVE camp
having completed
their HEALING
Celestial Spirits, since 22 March 2017,
now control all spirit communications.

MALEVOLENT
SPIRITS camp

Malevolent spirits have no
power even though they
used to try to influence us.

religious group
}
political group
}
power control
}
economic system group
}
these spirits used to control the governments
on Earth – they are now blocked
very low energy individuals – interacting with
individuals.
Negative Spirit Influence
blocked
22 March 2017
Law of Compensation
quickening
22 May 2017
Rebellion and Default
officially ended
31 January 2018

Preparation for the Great U-Turn has been ongoing for these past two thousand years, increased in
tempo two hundred years ago and now has been in earnest since 31 May 1914 with the beginning of the
writing of the Padgett Messages and now climaxing with James Moncrief’s writings.
The waves of change that ALL of
humanity, both in the physical as well as
in spirit, is now going to be relentlessly
confronted with is to ensure that we
eventually embrace our Feeling Healing
and give up on recreating our old
environments and ways of the past.
Nothing will remain as it was. Nothing!
We will be confronted with one shock
wave after another with little respite in
between. Those who transition into living
Feelings First and commence their Feeling
Healing will be supported and protected
from the full onslaught of pressure to
make change, being what is to come.
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GREAT U-TURN, THE CHANGE and the AVONAL AGE:
Monday, 24 December 2018
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: The ‘Great U-Turn’ is what is
happening now, it being the overall description denoting humanity
turning away from following and advancing the Rebellion and its
evilness as seen by living increasingly in a truth-denying state, to
wanting to live true, to love truth, to be truth-accepting, all of which
comes about ultimately by doing your Healing, as you become the
living truth as it’s revealed to you; and also by people, like yourself
John, who are currently more intent on understanding about it on an
intellectual level. Both are needed, everyone who wants to embark
upon their own personal U-Turn and the collective one of humanity,
needs to understand a certain amount of what it’s all about with their mind as they work to bring the
truths to light within themselves through their Healing. So anything to do with ‘reversing’ the Rebellion
and Default is all part of the U-Turn. And it starts in a very small way within the individual, as it has
already with the whole of humanity, being reflected by yourself and the others of your small band, who
are wanting to live it and have accepted and believe it’s happening.
The Change, as such, is the same thing really,
however technically The Change begins with the
dawning of the new Spiritual Age – the Avonal
Age. The Change as I was referring to it yesterday was to highlight that once the Avonal Age begins in
earnest, EVERYTHING will change. So currently, even though the Change and U-Turn have ‘begun’,
it’s early days, just the ‘scouts’ going out in all directions in preparation for the ‘main event’. So
technically we can’t say The Change has begun, whereas in time when Mary and Jesus’ age ends and the
Avonal Age begins, then we can say it has begun. Whereas we can say the U-Turn has begun, it being a
more vague term and not a technical definition.
Also, James has written about The Change in his Sage novels in reference to all I have said above and
also the Earth Changes, including the Pole Shift. However the Pole Shift, were it to come during the
Avonal Age, would then be part of The Change, The Change being the whole 1,000 years. It’s going to
take the whole 1,000 years to implement on the parent to child level the necessary Changes so as to
ensure that the effects of the Rebellion will truly come to an end, with that “end” still going beyond the
Avonal Age to complete. So the Pole Shift is just a physical phenomena, and certainly of itself it will
cause great change, but it doesn’t of itself affect any spiritual change against the Rebellion and Default,
and in the past it has helped humanity go deeper into its wrongness.
So the real Change I’m talking about is spiritual
and involves the ending of humanity’s truth
denial. That’s the most important part, to help
people see they are living against the Truth, of
themselves and of God, and that all they are
doing is part of that, and that if they want to end that, they will have to do their Healing. So the Change
will be with the awakening to that, a consciousness shift, a vast change to the mind of mankind as it
considers the state it’s in: that ALL it is doing, ALL it’s believed was right, ALL of it’s religious and
spiritual beliefs, outlooks, attitudes, are all only keeping it in its truth-denying state.
Imagine the whole of humanity understanding and focused in the direction of knowing everyone is
suffering because of being under the Rebellion and that it doesn’t have to be that way. So people living
increasingly in the wrong direction and going further against themselves, once The Change fully starts,
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won’t be able to evolve further into a deeper or greater rebellious state, however stagnation within where
it's stalled will be a big issue for a lot of people and mind spirits, those people and spirits who don’t
want to accept that's how they are is all wrong.
So you can say the Great U-Turn
has started, the writing is on the
wall for the Rebellion and Default,
and when the Avonals come of
age, when they finish their Healing
and openly (publicly) declare who they are to the world (even if that world is only a very small group of
humanity), then The Change will have begun.
And once The Change officially begins, there is no turning back. After the Avonal Age, humanity will
be given the chance to resume its evil ways and turn its back on The Change and all the Avonal Age has
done, and certain people and mind spirits will want to do that, however they won’t be able to change the
momentum being lived by those who are
intent on living true to themselves and God
through their feelings. (The availability of
Divine Love may be withdrawn for the
following spiritual age.) Still in all fairness
humanity has to be given the opportunity to
decide whether or not it wants to fully heal
itself, and without having imposed on it such
strong influences as caused by the Avonal
presence. But that’s all a long time off.
So the Avonal Age is a specific Spiritual Age (which you read about in TUB – The Urantia Book),
giving rise to The Change in which humanity ends its truth-denial and living unlovingly against itself
and its Mother and Father, all of which is the Great U-Turn.
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This time, in the history of humanity, is the
most exciting time ever experienced.
This is the time that man is now able to evolve in its spiritual development. Man has endured
200,000 years of Rebellion and compounded this with the Default of some 38,000 years, now it
has been provided with the guidance to put aside the negativities of the Rebellion and Default.
With the guidance that was provided through James Padgett (1914 through to 1923), man
became again aware of the availability of Divine Love from our Heavenly Parents. This also
heralded the handover. That is, the commencement of the end times of the involvement by
Mary and Jesus in the spiritual affairs of humanity on Earth.
Soul groups that have been in place during Mary and
Jesus’ 2,000 year involvement with Earth have
progressively handed over to soul groups that have been
forming since 100 years ago. The older soul groups
have mostly progressed on further towards Paradise.
The second revelation, that followed from the availability of Divine Love, is the processes of
Feeling Healing and Soul Healing. The understanding of the Feeling Healing process is the
most important of the revelations and should have been the first to be revealed. Feeling
Healing and Soul Healing are being revealed through and by Marion and James Moncrief.
The soulmate pair, that are the first to complete their Soul Healing, and upon their deaths, they
will release their Spirits of Truth which will unify with the Spirits of Truths of Mary and Jesus
so that humanity, in whole, will have access to these knowings and guidance for the next 1,000
years.
Mary and Jesus, being responsible for the spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of
Nebadon, are to withdraw from their direct involvement with Earth and hand over the
responsibilities to an Avonal Pair who take individual responsibility for the spiritual wellbeing
and upliftment of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds, in this case, Earth
exclusively.
For the next 1,000 years, via the Avonal Pair and the newly forming Soul Groups, Earth will be
able to evolve through embracing Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, one’s Soul Healing.
These newly formed Soul Groups are effectively ‘Council of Elders’ to assist humans living in
the physical on Earth to enable all to be aware of the way to evolve.
With the absolute end of the Rebellion, this is the first time in 200,000 years that mankind,
humanity, can take control of his and her destiny and evolve in love and truth for all eternity!
Throughout this coming era, our spiritual leaders will be an Avonal Pair, yet to be identified.
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Pole Shifts are our own very personal life experiences. They are as dramatic as the physical pole shifts
that the planet Earth endures from time to time. However, our own life events are far more
important.
At the moment of conception we are in a perfect state. From the moment of conception we are
overwhelmed by the well meaning endeavours of our parents, immediate family and carers. They do
not know what true love is, they have never experienced it, so we are not truly loved by our carers and
teachers. We are crunched into submission by everyone within our environment. Our Natural Self
Expression is all but obliterated! We are crunched into being someone else that others impose upon
us. We are made into ‘bad apples’. We proceed through our life experience, after our parents’ well
meaning but misguided endeavours, and have this falsehood strengthened by our educators, then our
religious organisations, then our employers, all overseen by our governments. We have no way of
expressing our true selves.
Now, for the first time in the history of humanity, we can reverse our early Childhood Repression and
Suppression and invoke our own counter Pole Shift. We can begin to liberate ourselves from our
imprisonment within our mind that was imposed upon us from conception to around six years of age.
We can, through our Feeling Healing, embrace our feelings, both good and bad, long for the truth of
what is to be revealed to us about such emotional events, and express such revelations to a companion
and begin the climb of the pole to Natural Self Expression of our true personality. The task is painful,
long and arduous; however, we are to liberate our true nature, our true selves of natural love, and in
this way we will grow to be who we truly are, a child of our Heavenly Parents – and with Their Love,
we can become Divine.
This is the Pole Shift that all of humanity is to engage with and grow from. This is the Great U-Turn.
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EDUCATION SYSTEMS
We are each uniquely different in very special ways. No one education system
suits all. Well most systems don’t suit anyone!
As mentioned previously, our minds are addicted to control – we have a passion
through our minds to control our environment and others around us.
A young child enters primary school and is controlled by a teacher who attended
higher education being controlled by a higher level educator. That controlling
educator was typically controlled by those with ‘masters degrees’ who in turn
were controlled by those with ‘doctorates’ who were controlled by ‘professors’
who were controlled by the ‘chancellor’. At all stages the student has to capitulate
to the controlling addictions and narrow mindedness of the higher level educator.
The control is stifling. The restraints on free development of your personal
passions and insightfulness is crushing.
Because of this
ongoing suppression, most leave the profession that they
grudgingly dragged themselves through.
Education is supposed to be enjoyable, well actually fun.
Education is supposed to be the development of your true
personal attributes and passions.
If you follow the line of how education is the whim and
dictatorship of the most ‘elevated’ then you can see that
education systems are actually suppression of the populace –
not freeing them up encouraging the beauty they have within to
flourish.
This control snake is now to be put aside
and
become
completely
student
orientated systems, to be introduced at
all levels of education without the
hierarchy of control that stems from
mind domination and pier review dictatorship.
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GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS
Governmental systems are inherently subject to corruption. Appointments to positions within
governments are short term – the appointee has no hope of learning the skills and knowledge required to
carry out his or her duties before being tossed out of office due to a disgruntled constituency becoming
disillusioned by yet another incompetent government. That is the plight of the honest members of
parliament.
The writer when in professional accounting separately asked his six parliamentary clients why they were
there. Each individually answered: “For the kick backs”. That was six out of six of what could be said
to be highly respected and trusted governmental institutions.
Control is the key word. We are not meant to be controlled by others.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.
So you could say our modern day layers of control has at its pinnacle the government with its many
layers, then your employment also with many layers, your religious institutions with their many layers,
your religious institutions also have many layers of control. We have to endure many years of education
– pre-school, kindergarten, primary school, middle school and high school, then we progress through
various higher education systems all with multiple levels of control. However none of these controlling
elements match the suppression and repression imposed upon us by our parents and they impress their
controlling patterns upon us even when we are in the womb, commencing at conception.
We are to express our true personality, if ever we have a chance to feel what that is.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, at all times, and to long for the truth of them.
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FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
The corruption of the
financial systems around the
world is evident everywhere,
however nothing matches the
craftiness of the hidden
controllers of humanity.
For some 250 years a small
number of families headed by
the House of Rothschild have
stealthily gained control of
most central banks as well as
the IMF, World Bank and the
Bank
for
International
Settlements. You could say
that now 80% of the debts of
governments,
independent
banks, financial institutions,
credit cards, housing loans
and student education loans
are all due to that group!
And they have accumulated
this hidden control tax free!
They control all that impacts
upon our daily life.
They have their own puppets
in every major governmental institution. They are aided by networks of secret societies. They bring
about every major financial crisis by inducing them. They have funded both sides of every war since
Napoleon Bonaparte and the will fund World War III.
Through their puppet agencies, influenced by their
absurd wealth, the hidden controllers induce conflict
between governments through false flag events.
Never loose sight of the possibility that any
international incident is being orchestrated by agents
of hidden controllers agitating for tension between specific countries.
The hidden controllers have agendas augmented by the Deep State
controlling groups within various countries. The hidden controllers’
agendas encompass all of humanity and their self centred arrogance
and greed is beyond comprehension. You could say; “Lucifer in the
physical!”
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RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS
The Evil Ones were vested with the spiritual leadership and
guidance of humanity on Earth, Earth being part of the system of
1,000 physical worlds known as Satania. These Lanonandeks
rebelled taking humanity into Rebellion then Default. The
Lucifers and Satans were arrested and imprisoned on a spirit world
in the first century at the time of the Creator Pair being on Earth.
The remaining two pairs, Caligastias and Daligastias were also
arrested and imprisoned during the early 1990s prior to the
emergence of the Avonal pair on Earth. Humanity is now free of
their influence and controlling natures. These evil Lanonandeks
were assisted in the creation and development of the numerous
religions on Earth by mind Mansion World spirits. Since the 22
March 2017 these mind Mansion World spirits have been blocked
from interfering with humanity by the Celestial spirits who being
those that have healed themselves of the Rebellion and Default.
The creation of major religions has been the carry over from eras before past pole shifts. Each pole shift
brings about a major disruption to humanity’s development.
Moses is credited with the writing of the Torah. The first five books of the Bible are: Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. In Christian religions, these are called the 'Pentateuch,' which
means 'five books.' Often referred to as Torah, especially when in scroll format, the Five Books of
Moses are the foundation of Judaism. According to Colonel James Churchward, Moses transcribed his
books from a large collection of clay tablets brought from Lemuria to Egypt. Amongst these clay tablets
are the foundations of what became the Ten Commandments – there were forty two commandments.
Buddhism is constructed from remnants of the Atlantean spiritual systems.
Helen, 3rd Celestial Heaven, 27 August 2017: You have the Eastern mind controlling Buddhists
doing their bit from long ago, which was a remnant surviving from the Atlantean age, along with
the other primitive and spiritual systems of belief, and now it’s all coming to a head for we are arriving
at the end of the next Earth age, with The Change, the next cataclysmic event not far away in Earth
natural time.
Helen, 20 August 2017: The religions of today were created as a means of stopping Jesus’ truth
about longing for the Divine Love and what that does to the soul, and then any truth Mary M
might have said about looking to our feelings for their truth, so as to keep the Rebellion in place.
The religions pre-Jesus were designed by the Higher Evil Spirits who were controlling humanity
to keep that control, focusing everything on the mind being in control rather than feelings, and
then post-Jesus, they added more of the same yet with the added emphasis of using all he said, so
taking it, corrupting it, and adapting it to their cause. And then throw in their contrived Islam,
and you’ve more male domination and the subjugation of feelings – of the woman.
Humanity is no longer going to be allowed to keep deluding itself that it feels good, when underneath we
all feel bad having been parented unlovingly. Humanity presently wants to do all it can to keep making
itself feel good, only because really it feels bad.
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ENVIRONMENTAL COLLABORATION and GLOBAL WEATHER CHANGES
The surface of the Earth has warmed itself through the internal increased rotation of the nickel iron
centre due to increased universal energy influxes in the 1980s. An increase of more than one degree
Celsius has resulted from the uneven internal agitation from the core – something akin to a mix master
rotary action you see in your kitchen appliance.
This increased internal disturbance, having
resulted from increased energy coming into our
solar system, will bring about ongoing issues.
The surfacing heating is not uniform, thus contributing to wide variations in changed weather patterns
affecting crop production and water resources. This internal agitation is bringing about stronger and
more frequent earthquakes and volcanic activity.
These Earth changing
events coincide with the
overall
changes
for
humanity.
They will
continue until humanity
sufficiently
recognises
that it is to embrace
Feeling Healing and step
away from the patterns of
the
Rebellion
and
Default. We will not be
allowed complacency and
a return to the gross
wrongness that we have
achieved in these final
stages of the Rebellion
and Default.

Food Security Risk
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WORLD WAR III
Zelmar – Melchizedek, Sunday, 12 March
2017: “There will be the big battle in
which many people die – Armageddon,
and it will extend to many parts of the
world, not to Australia, and nuclear
weapons will be involved, and it will
create a hell of a mess and much
unhappiness, and out of it will come a
peace as humanity learns that it can’t carry
on like that, that it doesn’t do anything
positive for anyone, even for the elite who
thought they’d be protected from it.”
Should you consider current events,
control is the dominant feature. Control of
others is a global addiction. Our minds are
all addicted to control.
If nations cannot get their way over a
particular foreign government then
draconian sanctions are imposed all being
to the enormous detriment of the
population of that country. The hatred has
to be expressed.
As in the past, this global catastrophe most
likely will be the culmination of agency
activities of hidden controllers and
arrogance of political leaders. Driving
such events is the agenda for world
dominance when the only truth is that we
are all equal. Should we live true to our
feelings then such overt control is
unnecessary. This is what we will come to
realise through our Feeling Healing.
In the meantime through this event and
Earth changes humanity will be taken back
into an environment where the escape
mechanisms of electronic entertainment
and social entertainment that does not
entail genuine engagement with our
companions will no longer be available.
We will have to openly express our true
feelings and communicate with our
companions to be able to live in the truth
we are to.
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ONGOING EARTH CHANGES
What is to follow on from such a devastating conflict?
Will there be respite from such stupidity?
No. Humanity will not be allowed to return to such
potential disaster. Humanity is not to destroy itself.
We are to heal ourselves and return to the potential of
all other humanities who have not Rebelled and
Defaulted.
There is so much apathy in our society today, and so
little knowledge about foreign affairs, and so most
people simply do not grasp the importance of the drama
that is playing out right in front of our eyes. But when
a major war does erupt, none of our lives are ever going to be the same again.
Any number of things could ultimately
spark World War 3 and once it begins it
is going to be nearly impossible to stop.
However, it is what will follow that will
be relentless and all embracing. No part
of civilisation will be left untouched.
We are to heal.
Further, it is being observed that the
magnetic north pole is shifting far
quicker than previously monitored, on a
trajectory from northern Canada towards
Siberia in Russia. Also, the Schumann
Resonance which represents the
frequency of the Earth’s electromagnetic
field is changing. It has always concentrated at 7.83 Hz, with few variations since 1952, but in June
2014 there was a change. This being when the Russian Space Observatory System showed a sudden
increase in activity with a varied elongation from 8.5 Hz to 16.5 Hz. The researchers were amazed at
these values, something that had never been recorded that way. More recently, other peaks have been
detected, increasing the planet’s frequency to more than 30 Hz as of 8 July 2017. It is concluded that
these changes clearly show that the planet is changing.
Around every 12,000 to 13,000 years there are major Earth changes that are referred to and involve a
Pole Shift. Atlantis submerged in the last Pole Shift around 12,000 BC. It is also considered that
Lemuria, being a continent in the Pacific Ocean, submerged during the prior Pole Shift. Each Pole Shift
results in the frequency of the Earth changing in such a way that prior energy systems no longer work
and new ones need to be discovered and developed. Nothing of the old society platforms and systems
continue. The old ways are gone forever as a consequence of a Pole Shift.
It is understood that the crunch time that we are about to enter will be in cyclical waves and will
progressively encourage humanity to abandon living through their minds and embrace our soul-based
feelings while progressing with our Feeling Healing. There will be global extremes of weather and
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plagues and famine, much disease, and of course many people will fight each other. And it will seem to
go on and on with no end in sight.
Peace will prevail, in what form is unknown, following the probable World War III through the
possible earthing of the Law of Compensation. Since the time of the Creator Pair in the first century, the
Law of Compensation has been imposed upon spirit personalities throughout the mind Mansion Worlds.
No one can cause harm to another. Should you begin to contemplate imposing your will upon another
then you immediately suffer the equivalent pain that you intended to impose upon the other person.
That has brought about peace throughout the Mansion Worlds. It is anticipated that the Law of
Compensation may be Earthed throughout the coming Avonal Age of the next 1,000 years thus
introducing physical peace throughout that era, however great inner tension will prevail within those
who do not embrace Feeling Healing and with Divine Love – Soul Healing.
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Humanity on physical Earth
is in Rebellion and Default,
thus hell! Upon death we
all arrive in the 1st spirit
mind Mansion World where
we typically suppress our
poor state and remain in the
mind Mansion Worlds
indefinitely. Some have a
period in the ‘hells’
compensating for the pain
they have caused others.
Many continue their ‘mind
worshipping’. However the
way out is by embracing
Feeling Healing, and with
Divine Love, Soul Healing
to progress up through the
Crying Healing Worlds and
transition out to the first of
the Celestial Heavens.

Transitioning into the
Celestial Heavens is also out of:

7

Crying
Healing
World

5

Crying
Healing
World

3

Crying
Healing
World

1

Mind
Mansion
World

If you go against yourself, if you’re untrue to
yourself, then you are going against God and all
God’s laws, and compensation is required to
bring you back into the fold, which is what
happens through our Spiritual Healing. It’s the
Law of Forgiveness, forgiving yourself through
self-acceptance, which is dominant in this part of
your life. If you cross the line and abuse your
children, that being up until they are 21 years
old, then you have both levels and amounts of
Compensation and Forgiveness to deal with, that
which happens as part of your Healing. And as
everyone abuses their children, we being
conceived into our parents’ rebellion against the
truth of our soul, so all who have children have
to come to terms with all they’ve done through
their Healing.
Kevin 18 Feb 2019

2
Mind
Mansion
World

4

Mind
Mansion
World

6

If you go against someone else, as in cross the line and
Mind
grossly interfere with their will, and there are degrees of
Mansion
this, then you will have to suffer the pain you have caused
World
the other person, spirit or creature, which as you know is the
Law of Compensation; and as to the extent of crossing that line
and hurting another determines whether you have to spend time
in the hells or not.
Kevin 18 Feb 2019
The minor ‘hells’ are the lower levels of the 1st mind Mansion World
whereas the more severe are the Planes of Isolation being the 2nd Earth
plane with the severest being the 1st Earth plane. Pain caused to another is
the pain that will be endured before returning to the 1st mind Mansion
World, all then to consider your Feeling Healing.
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The gateway out of our isolation from all
other humanities within our local system
is opened to us upon the completion of
our healing of all that represents the
Rebellion and Default.
While we remain embraced within the
Rebellion and Default, even though we
are unknowingly doing so, all of the
humanity of Earth is isolated from all of
the other humanities throughout our local
system of Satania, all 619 inhabited
worlds, thus effectively we are in hell!
Further, we are also isolated from the
Spirits of Truth that our spiritual parents
can offer us, until we complete our
healing and enter the first of the Celestial
Heavens, and that is when we move
through the gateway and progress beyond
healing mansion world number 7.
Life on Earth is living in hell in the
physical. Many of us consider it to be
wonderful – that is a fantasy. Our
physical parents have remodelled our
personality to reflect what they consider
appropriate … IT’S NOT! We are to
freely express the personality that our
Heavenly Mother and Father bestowed us
with.
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Mind
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World

Mind
Mansion
World

Many of us fight so powerfully against our childhood suppression and repression that we go on and
cause great harm to many others, all of which the Law of Compensation takes into account. The lower
levels of the 1st mind Mansion World is a region for our compensation. We ALL enter the 1st mind
Mansion World as spirits upon the death of our physical body. The pain we cause to another is the pain
that we will endure in compensation. Those who try to continue to inflict harm on others, cannot do so,
may find themselves within the 1st and 2nd planes of Earth. The 1st Earth plane being the worst of the
hells, while the 2nd is bridging towards a return to the 1st mind Mansion World hell sectors. You can
continue to live through your mind and perfect the mind but you will end up at a dead end in the 6th
mind Mansion World. There are more than 200 billion spirits within the 1st and 2nd mind Mansion
Worlds and the two Earth planes of compensation. These areas are packed to the rafters! Only by
embracing our Feeling Healing and with our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love can we heal ourselves and
progress through the three healing worlds before transitioning to the Celestial Heavens and out of the
Hells. Within the Celestial Heavens are spirit personalities from all of the 619 worlds within our local
system called Satania.
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Mansion World One: We ALL arrive into mind spirit Mansion World One upon the death of our
physical body. Just the general confusion of spirits living their wrongness the best they can, trying to
not be bad, trying not to hurt others, thereby staying out of the hells and lower Earth planes. The Law of
Compensation ‘persuades’ you not to even think about harming another person.
Mansion World Two: Starting to work more with one’s controlling mind, with the focus being on
Service, you are to use your mind to be more loving, to help selflessly others, to put others before
yourself, to not want for yourself, only wanting the good and betterment of others. And to have loving
thoughts, to not think badly of anyone, to keep ‘being good’ in your mind at all times. To think
positively, to use your mind to control your feelings so as to make yourself be happy, to bring your full
success out, to celebrate your god-given gifts, all for the good and benefit of all.
Mansion World Four: This being where ‘self help’ approaches fit in. It being where you’ve had
enough of being of Service, giving yourself to everyone else, and decide that you have to start looking
more after yourself. So you look to working more closely on yourself, you still have bad feelings so you
set about working to resolve the emotional issues through whatever means you can. And they involve
emotional releasing / clearing through some level of feeling-acceptance, as you can’t get rid of them that
easily, yet overall you’re working to bury them once and for all, so deal with all your memory
processing, deal with your traumas, do all your massive forgiving, which sets you up in a power position
because you are the great one forgiving everyone – those people who did wrong by you, so you feel
more in control, freeing yourself from your controllers, telling them – you are forgiven, giving them
your blessing, feeling you no longer need to be bound into those patterns, and feeling like you’ve found
and are bringing out more your True Self, your true self which I reckon is more of the spirit you that’s
deeper in your mind control.
Mansion World Six: This is where you put it all together, you’ve achieved mind ‘ascendancy’, the
perfection of your negative mind-controlling state, specialising in your area of interest, being in bliss
and true love and happiness – all mind
derived, all of which is resulting from
your mind saying you are at-one with
1
Source, God, Soul, whatever the term,
Mind
which is just your own controlling
Mansion
mind. Your mind is god, and it’s calling
2
World
the shots, keeping all your repressed
Mind
feelings away, without you having to
Mansion
address any personality imperfection
World
resulting from your bad parenting.
4
Because you believe you’ve fixed all of
6
Mind
that, you no longer have bad feelings
Mind
Mansion
within you, you’ve forgiven the evil
Mansion
World
ones in your life, you’re now wholly in
World
control making your reality be as you
want it to be through your mind.
Part by James – 19 August 2018
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LUCIFERS and SATANS + POLE SHIFTS and SANCTUARIES

Saturday, 5 January 2019

James: Following my talk with John I was wondering what the Lucifers and Satans were planning with
humanity, and assuming the Pole Shifts happened every so often or something that periodically all but
wipes out most of humanity, how did they cope with having to ‘rebuild’ humanity so many times?
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: It was as you said to John, it wasn’t about what each civilisation
achieved on Earth, it was building the numbers and keeping them onside in the Mansion Worlds. The
Mansion Worlds was where all their power was, the spirits in them weren’t subject to periodic Pole Shift
eradication. Those who died on Earth pre-Mary and Jesus did have to stay in a ‘sleep’ state in spirit
until the next age begun and they were awakened, however once awakened they were free to live on in
the Mansion Worlds. And then with Mary and Jesus’ coming that restriction was lifted so everyone who
died immediately woke up in the Mansion Worlds.
They wanted to ‘build an army’ of faithful followers. And they wanted them ready to combat what
might happen should the Universal Authorities change their mind about allowing them to pursue their
rebellious ways. They believed that once the ascending mortal had pledged themselves to the Rebellion,
had given over to it, had been corrupted into it, then it was a done deal, those mortals would forever be
for the Lucifers and the Satans (being Lanonandeks) to command. And that using Earth’s Mansion
Worlds, it might be possible upon reaching a certain number of followers to move out into other areas of
the universe, to invite other Lanonandek Daughters and Sons into rebellion with them, along with their
associated mortals. And just like any expanding dictatorial force, to move out into the Universe with the
desire to conqueror it, with the Lucifers taking over from and becoming the ‘Mother’ and ‘Father’ of
Creation. They were apparently blind to the fact that processes were in place to prevent this sort of thing
from happening, or perhaps they believed they’d be able to overcome such restrictions just as they had
by rebelling in the first place.
So the Pole Shifts worked in their favour so far as helping people accept the false gods, in that people
were suddenly removed from the World, having to give up everything and not at the time of their natural
end, with a lot of those spirits being very angry at God or whomever they believed controlled everything
by ending their lives on Earth before their time. However as you understand, it’s not up to us to
determine when we die, yet everyone believes they should get a full life, and when you’re enjoying it,
relatively speaking, and know of no other alternative such as life in spirit, then you are angry for being
so severely interfered with. And a lot of mind spirits still hold in their minds great resentment over how
badly God treated them, that God is not loving if He causes such vast and widespread suffering – any
suffering and pain – and so He can’t be real just like Lucifer says, they then remaining happy in the
mind worlds and mind-controlled pain-free lives.
So why not induce humanity to gradually reach the pinnacle of so-called
happiness at the end of each cycle, knowing that when their lives abruptly
end they’ll be very pissed off with God? And thereby making it very easy
for such mind spirits to indulge themselves in any of the religions or
spiritual systems in the mind Mansion Worlds, and they are full of them. So
keep your army in ignorance about God.
James: So the Evil Ones worked within the cataclysmic cycles starting from
scratch virtually each time working to build up new followers.
Nanna Beth: Yes, and even though it might seem like a lot of severe
setbacks to their plans, really it wasn’t as bad had there not been any major
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disturbance, as humanity would have built itself up to a point of destroying itself, doing what the (Pole)
Shift would do, yet rendering such destruction as the end to life on the World, which would have been
an end to the Evil One’s plans as they would have lost Earth altogether. And you might think they’d
have been able to prevent humanity from destroying itself, which they might have done, however we’ll
never know as they never got to see what happened because of the Pole Shift interference. We,
humanity, in our rebelliousness, would not have been able to manage our rebellion because we weren’t
aware of it, that truth being kept from us by Default. So we’d have soon outstayed our welcome on the
planet, which is why each so-called advanced society wants to go off-world, developing the technology
to abandon the world before they destroy themselves. And of course, knowing there are Pole Shifts,
trying to leave the world before them too.
James: But if they couldn’t leave the World, why wouldn’t they dig deep holes to save themselves?
Nanna Beth: They have done, just like your major governments are, but it won’t do them any good, the
Shifts have been too severe, the tunnels and caves have been destroyed with people being trapped
underground. Only on a small localised level have people survived under ground, weathering the storms
only to die when they re-emerge because of the severity of the destruction on the surface. However with
your food preservation and more advanced technology, more people would survive this time round,
however still far fewer than would be hoped.
There is also great psychological pressure during such times, the stress is enormous, which is not
accounted for, you can’t prepare for it using your mind systems and techniques. So there are wars and
people killing each other, such extreme fear causes all sorts of other problems as those remaining after
the Shift vie for power. It takes a lot of united and focused discipline, those who survive quickly sort
themselves out into groups, arguments arise as to what to do and who can have what, food and other
resources are scarce and fought over, so it’s not a happy new start for a lot of people. The more basic
native people who survive are better suited, they already living on the subsistence level. And the tribes
who were hostile to outsiders just appeared putting more pressure on the scarce resources, so unless
those outsiders were able to offer or convince the locals it would be beneficial to take them in, they were
soon killed, and often eaten.
With each (Pole) Shift comes a new planetary vibration, humanity is to evolve in a completely
different way during each phase, so those of the old way find it very difficult to suddenly fit in. There’s
far more to it James than just your physical surroundings suddenly changing, as all you are used to no
longer works, your technology is redundant, you are entirely stranded on a world that is new and without
anything to help you, as it would be were a Shift to happen now. So for you to plan for it, you can only
really do as you would do, live true to your feelings, so afterwards, your feelings are still there and
something you can relate to, so looking to them you’d be able to deal with and cope with the change in
your physical surroundings. And your feelings would lead you to make whatever adjustments you
needed to make, with again the more primitive people being closer to their basic survival feelings coping
more easily. But so-called sophisticated mind-based and driven mankind would find it very stressful
and very difficult to adjust, because your minds are so much in control and fitted to the society you live
in. So to suddenly remove all you rely on for survival, is akin to forcing you into a sudden mental
breakdown, which few would be able to cope with. Can you image if suddenly how you function in
your modern society ceased to be? The stress of being thrown out into life without any of the support
you’ve grown up in, to have it all stripped away from you in an instant, and even if you were able to live
underground retaining a lot of your creature comforts, still, just having to adjust to a world in which you
have to think about where and how to do your toilet, let alone everything else, would be very difficult
for most.
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And then you also have vast sweeping plagues of new bacteria and viruses suddenly being liberated and
created by The Change. The microbe level goes into hyper-drive having to create the new micro level of
life upon which life for the next age is to grow. The nature spirits and angels inspire such outbreaks of
all sorts of new microbes many of which are designed to destroy much of life that existed before the
(Pole) Shift. So unless you were protected from them by your soul and the angels watching over you, so
you’d stand no chance of survival.
And then you have new radiation levels to deal with, new magnetics and other new forces that humanity
is not aware of yet, there is far more that makes up life in each age than you understand, all of which
basically amounts to that unless it’s rock, it’s not going to stand much chance of survival, with only very
small pockets of life surviving with angelic help. And then from those small pockets, with all the
intense influence of these new forces, so mutations occur and new life forms are created. So the
creatures and plants continue to evolve, some from the old pre-Shift days, some new. So it’s more than
just a matter of weathering the storm, waking up a week after it’s happened and picking up the pieces
and starting all over again, starting to bring back the way of life you knew, because you won’t be able to
do that as everything will be different with these different forces wanting the surviving humanity to go
in other directions, which is why there is little continuity between the ages. You can’t relate to how
those of other ages lived, just as they’d not be able to relate to how you live, just as it will be different
after the next Change.
James: So how would we cope?
Nanna Beth: You’d save seeds and see if they grew in the vibration of the next age, assuming you
survived to live in that vibration, each age having its own unique frequency of survival. And if your
solar power systems didn’t work, so stored data on computers would be useless, so it would be word of
mouth and what you knew, your mind being the only ‘computer’ available. And you’d then be inspired
to do whatever it was your soul wanted you to do, just as it does now, and that would lead you with the
people you are involved with to work out your new system of living. So you’d use from the old that
which you could, and make new based on the limitations of your lives.
James: So really Nanna Beth, as far as making any plans along surviving the Shift lines, the further
advanced in your Healing and preferably being Healed, would be the best way to deal with it?
Nanna Beth: Yes, rather than relying solely on your mind. And so if you were to survive, then you’d be
guided as to how to prepare, should that be part of what you need to do, and if not, then you’d just adjust
through your feelings. Living a feeling-led life, you’d easily make the necessary adjustments compared
to that of living with your mind in control. It might be hard to understand, but look at a child, it can
cope with virtually any new environment thrust upon it, it doesn’t know anything about what is right and
wrong so far as what has gone before, whereas adults would find it very difficult. So an adult that is
doing their Healing or having done it would be able to adapt and approach the new life like a child
would, easily.
For how you are becoming James and what your thoughts are along the lines of how would life be were
you living in a community of people all intent on doing their
Healing and with some people having completed it, to even a
community of Celestial level people on Earth, how you’d live
would be very different to how your world is now. You’d mostly
reject what your world is offering you, you’d form very different
social patterns, very different ways of parenting and relating to
children, with those children being free to express themselves
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completely differently to the children of your current societies, and it wouldn’t take long before all
levels of your society would change with a continual striving to become more at-one with nature rather
than abusing, dominating and controlling it, living within its limitations rather than continually
overriding it.
You might choose to have some of what current society offers, electricity and some of the mechanical
conveniences. And if you could live without the need to work to make money to survive, no outside
government telling you how to be, and with everyone living just to survive, without the need or desire to
own land or have your own house because you didn’t feel so powerless needing to have such
possessions, and with the whole focus on life being to help you express yourself, to talk all your
thoughts and feelings out, so bring yourself out, so with a whole loving feeling and attitude toward all
you do and all the people you are with, rather than the unloving competitive one you currently have.
So the idea you have in mind for your Sanctuaries are
really the starting points for such communities to evolve.
And they’d have to start within and being dependent upon
the existing systems of government and society with the
aim to ween themselves off the limiting parts of such
systems introducing new ones to replace them, ones that
promote freedom of self-expression rather than the existing sole-destroying ones. And those Sanctuaries
would be looking at making vast changes within themselves as agreed upon by their inhabitants, with
everyone being an equal part of the whole; all happy to help each other express themselves first, with
everything coming next.
The feelings to live this way are innate within you. You desire the freedom to do as you please, and
really it’s the freedom to express all you feel, rather than the desire to do what your mind wants to do
believing what would be good for you, making you feel happy and loved. And one of your systems you
call capitalism is flawed because it’s about building capital as you believe you need it to survive and you
wrongly look to material gain, so really you just want to be free to make all the money you want so you
can cut out your little patch and keep everyone else away from it. Then you have a more socialistic
feeling, wanting to share and help each other, with communism taking it further yet with its fault being
that the government, the elite rulers, make all the rules and the masses have to comply whether they like
it or not. But the idea of living communally and everyone working for the common good is sound, but
gets used and abused because you are all living untrue. And you have your fascist dictators who
selfishly want it all for themselves, saying you have to live according to my likes and dislikes, which is
basically how the Evil Ones (Lanonandeks – Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia and Daligastia) have controlled
humanity from behind the scenes.
Truth, living the same truths that are revealed through your soul as a consequence of living true to
your feelings, is the ONLY way for you to live communally together sharing and being truly
happy. Because the truth makes you happy, and when you are happy you feel more loving and
accepting and no longer wanting to have power over others, feeling you’re happy with less and don’t
need your empire of false power to keep you feeling ‘safe and secure’, with the truth being your true
comforter. So when you feel truly comforted, you feel truly loved, and so are truly loving, as we
Celestials are, and until you are fully Healed, you’ll keep feeling unloved and without any comfort or
inner faith or true security, as you and Marion have been living more true to of late. Your latest
comforter being chocolate, you indulge in it because it tastes so good overriding your despair, misery
and feeling unloved for the moment you are eating it, this being the sad extent to which you can use
your mind to give you any comfort, as your parents deprived all the natural spiritual comfort from your
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early lives. But then it backfires making you feel sick, fat and uncomfortable, it making you feel again
how bad you feel, miserable and unloved, and around you go again.
So people who are fully Healed and
living the Truth would feel so happy in
themselves, so at-one with nature and
the world, not afraid of other people,
not relating to each other as you
related to your unloving parents,
thereby wanting to live in a system that
expresses that inner security, happiness
and love. So you’d build your world
to reflect your inner world, how could
you do anything else, and your
children would be conceived into the
true and comforting world in the
womb of the mother and then being
born into the world, the womb of the
father and mother, as it grows up
feeling completely safe and secure,
loved and completely free to express
all it feels. And that world you’d
build, would end up being the
complete opposite to the world you are currently living it – a material world and society that expresses
the unloving hostile state, which is your inner world. And your children are tortured in the womb, made
to feel unloved right from their first moment, are born into more unlovingness, and learn to cope and
‘survive’ within it, with some people becoming very ‘successful’ and passing on that ability to their
children.
So the world is unloving, whereas you imagine the Sanctuaries
would become increasingly loving places, which they would as
they grew and evolved to reflect the increasing truth lived by their community members. And those true
and loving communities would stand a far better chance of surviving such a cataclysmic Pole Shift than
your existing unloving and untrue communities.
James: Thank you Nanna Beth. As usual you’ve summed up simply all I was thinking about writing a
few weeks ago but didn’t know whether to put it in a movie or write myself or write with you.
Nanna Beth: You are welcome James, we know it’s been simmering in the back of your mind, so we
wanted to help you clarify some of those thoughts and give you more direction as it will help you know
what to do when the time comes. Talk to you soon, goodbye for now.
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SUMMARY OVERVIEW
All of humanity, not only in the physical world of Earth but also throughout the mind Mansion Worlds,
is now to adjust to the ending of the Rebellion and Default with engagement in the new spiritual era of
the Avonal Age. Nothing will remain the same. The old ways that have held sway for the past 200,000
years will be unravelled in the incredibly short time of 1,000 years with the introduction of Living
Feelings First, the New Way. This is a massive undertaking. This is incomprehensible as you are now
potentially reading about this for the first time and very few people have any idea that humanity is now
about to be shaken to its core with absolutely no apparent reason and no stability in what is being thrust
upon them.
Yet we have had warning after warning, but each warning has
been subject to the restraints of the Universal Contract governing
the Rebellion and Default resulting in the messages being
obscured and misleading at best.
Most of humanity will ignore the guidance no matter how
difficult life will be. We will endeavour to draw ourselves back
to living in the manner that has prevailed for centuries, however
the systems and technology of self disillusionment will crumble
and leave us lost in disarray. Few will begin to live life through
their Feelings and commence their Feeling Healing.

The increasing frequency and ferocity of Earth weather and physical events can be likened to wave after
wave of disruption to our past way of life, all to prompt us to embrace the pathway that will eventually
bring about people living in a Celestial soul condition here on Earth and living life as if you are in
Heaven while on Earth; all the while much of humanity continues to struggle trying to replicate the old
style of living which is that of the Rebellion and Default which has now been terminated.
These changes have taken the past 2,000 years to bring about and now are being managed by the spirit
personalities assembled within the three Celestial Heavens, possibly as many as 30 billion Celestial
spirits. The Celestial spirits are also tasked with taking the spirit people within the three mind Mansion
Worlds out of their way of living through their minds thus abandoning the Rebellion and Default as
well. There are some 200 billion mind Mansion World spirits.
Now to consider Mary Magdalene’s explanation of “Revelation” by Apostle John. Mary Magdalene is
co-regent of our local universe know as Nebadon. Mary Magdalene with Jesus of Nazareth are the
Creator Pair from Paradise who are our spiritual mother and father, our true spiritual parents in this part
of Creation, they being our true custodians on the matters of truth guiding us to our true soul parents –
our Heavenly Mother and Father. Mary and Jesus are soulmates who will assist us on our journey once
we are healed and have entered the Celestial Heavens, they will assist us through Nebadon and then out
on our way to Paradise. It is the Avonal pair that are to assist us with our healing – our Feeling Healing.
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Revelation and Mary Magdalene
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible.

copyright James Moncrief 2013
December 2013 – January 2014
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Monday, 16 December 2013 (I began on this date with Mary – I didn’t write all her comments in one day –
forgetting to include other dates when we wrote together until the very end after we’d finished, when other things
occurred to me to ask her.)
I’ve thought at times over the years about asking Mary Magdalene if she wouldn’t mind commenting
on Revelation of the Bible – if she would interpret it for me, as I can’t make head nor tail of it. I
have attempted to read it a couple of times thinking I’ll familiarise myself with it in preparation for
Mary’s comments, however I’ve not been able to get past the first page, finding it too difficult and
with nothing I can make sense of. And having tried yet another time yesterday, I thought no, it’s
too hard so I’m not going to bother with it, and I certainly won’t bother asking Mary to slog through
it for me. But then having decided it’s in the too hard basket and why bother anyway, as I’m trying
to give up wanting Mary and Jesus to interpret everything I read that I don’t understand, Mary said
to me that she wanted to do it. So I’m giving over to her, and placing no expectations on what she
might say. So Mary, it’s over to you.
Mary M: Thank you James, and yes I would like to go through it with you. There are some points I
would like to make myself, making them on behalf of myself and Jesus, you understand.
Yes, I understand that you both completely agree on all things you tell me.
M: We do, we are in complete accord, only wanting to express different aspects of truth and
information to you. And to answer the question in your mind as to why do I want to do this and
not Jesus, is because it will be part of my ongoing revelation to you James, helping to fill in the
missing aspects of the Feminine Aspect of God, as we’ve talked about before. There is no need for
Jesus to undergo such work with you, as he’s said all he needs to say to you and humanity
concerning his revelation of the Masculine Aspects of God he desires to impart to humanity. So
there would be nothing gained by his commenting on Revelation. But as you will see, there will be
a lot gained by my commenting on it.
All right Mary, I’ll try to be as open minded as possible, just writing what you inspire me to write.
M: Good, and so in that case, let us begin. We’ll read through a section together and I will tell you
what I want to say about it. And of course James, should you want to ask me any questions, please
do.
(And why the King James Version? – only because it came up first on Google, and I don’t like the watered down more
modern American versions of the Bible I’ve read bits from. And with the old language making it even more difficult
for me to understand, it will hopefully help add to my keeping my mind and my interpretations out of it whilst
allowing Mary to be free with hers.)
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The Apocalypse of John (Bible, King James Version (KJV)) Revelation
M: I want to point out as is generally known and as John stated in the Padgett Messages that this is
not all entirely his work, with what he originally had written by a scribe, being heavily added to and
subtracted from down through the years. Still, there is enough within it that I want to comment on.
Revelation 1:1–3 being Revelation chapter 1, verses 1 to 3 by John: King James Version
M: This so-called revelation has nothing to do with Jesus. Jesus (or an angel) didn’t give it to John,
it was entirely the work of John’s Indwelling Spirit. John’s soul wanted him to see and understand
certain things about humanity and humanity’s future so he could record such things for mankind to
use should they be wanting to live true to themselves. And of course should one read such words,
even were one to read John’s true words, one would not be blessed, this all being added to make it
sound all the more impressive and controlling by the early church leaders. It’s just prophetic
writing, given to show people that such information is available under certain circumstances, it being
simply another attribute of personality. And all to help you see more of the wonder of God, and
to understand that such future things can be known – are known; all to help you understand that
God does know all and is in command of all, and has it all planned for you. Which, when seen in
connection with such horror befalling humanity, one might ask: but why would God inflict such bad
things upon His children if He really did love them? Which to the enquiring and truth seeking mind
would make them look deeper into the meaning of love – just what is love, and can feeling bad and
having bad things happen to you be a part of what love is? And is there more to God than He just
loving us and making us feel good all the time? Is there more to love?
Revelation 1:4
M: Meaning, John is speaking to all the seven races – colours, as related in The Urantia Book – of
mankind. So he’s speaking to all people.
Revelation 1:5–6
M: Ignore this part James, it was added to make it all sound more impressive and to convey the
untruth of Jesus’ death washing away sin, which it doesn’t, this not being what his death was about.
He died to show you how unloving you (humanity) were – are, how you are living in rebellion
against the Living Truth – himself; and that in his death you are dying, yourselves being nailed to a
cross by your parents who didn’t want to know your truth, your true selves as children. You can
only do to someone else what you are already doing to yourself – that which was done to you by
your parents and carers during your formative years. So to kill Jesus this way means you are already
killing yourself that way, which means your parents are killing (have ‘killed’) you this way. And Jesus
being too close to the bone, being the living truth, means you have to quickly get rid of him, least he
starts to say all those dreaded truths you’re doing all you can to run away from and not face.
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The truth of how your parents didn’t love you. And the truth of how their being so unloving
makes you feel. The truth of your rebellion and evilness. So you remain in your torturous lives
believing you feel loved and are loving truly, when really all you are doing is keeping yourselves
nailed to your crosses of untruth. This being the shocking and traumatic truth you are all to see –
one day. This being what you will see when you give up persisting at looking at such misleading
untruth as most of what is contained in the Bible and John’s revelation believing it is the way to gain
salvation, when it’s only the way to drive those nails deeper into your flesh and the wood you keep
yourselves nailed to. The pain of your untruth, of living untrue to yourself is contained within
your soul, and nothing will release it from you until you are no longer living on your cross. And to
let yourself down off it, you will need to do your Feeling-Healing, or preferably, your Soul- Healing
with God’s Divine Love.
Revelation 1:7–9
M: Ignore all of this section other than John stating where he was when he ‘heard the voice’ and
saw the pictures.
Revelation 1:10–11
M: John felt the presence of his Indwelling Spirit speaking to him, telling him to write what it said
and what it showed him for all people. The Indwelling Spirit being the still, inner God-voice that
many people experience, yet not to be confused with voices in your mind of your own making, or
voices of mind Mansion World spirits that might attend you. Then the symbology begins...
Revelation 1:12–19
M: This was in fact Jesus that John was seeing presented like a mighty warrior. The men apostles
still wanted Jesus to come and vanquish all foes, failing right through their lives to understand the
unseen spiritual war that was (and still is) going on in each person’s soul as one’s struggles to live
true to oneself when being so untrue; choosing the path of inner darkness or inner light, the way to
your true inner light being only lived by being true to your feelings and looking to them for the truth
they are helping and guiding you to see.
There is also the ‘war in heaven’ going on, but as you read in The Urantia Book, this is more
technical, with Jesus and my coming ending the unchecked reign of the Lucifer’s and Satan’s. And
it’s understandable that humanity continues to dwell on such a war of the spirits and their evil
influence on humanity, however that war is now technically over, so all people need concern
themselves with is their own inner personal war, that between their true and rejected selves – their
controlling untrue and false selves they been forced to live. Your own personal battles are now
entirely with and within yourself, this being what you’ll do through your healing. Wasting time on
the spirit wars or anything else, even on the so-called ‘wrath of God’, is only keeping yourself
bound up in your negative self- and feeling- denying evil states.
The candlesticks, stars and swords being seven in number just represent various aspects of the
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seven races of humanity – they being of no importance James.
Revelation 1:20
M: Again just referring to the seven races of humanity, each having their own ‘church’, or ways of
looking at God. The angels made the vision all the more impressive for John, referring to the
angelic part (which is really a host of angels) that oversees each race of humanity – re: The Urantia
Book. This all being visually communicated to John by his Indwelling Spirit.
So Mary did John receive these visions with words and then write them down –
M: He was shown them in a trance state which he could recall at will. And when he started to
dictate them, the words came with the help of his Indwelling Spirit to convey the messages of the
visions in verbal terms that he was to give humanity. However once again James, you must
understand that there is really very little of what John dictated left in its original form. It’s all been
very heavily tampered with.
Can you give me a percentage Mary of what is left of John’s work?
M: I’d say roughly about twenty percent overall. More in some parts and less in others; and a lot of
his original work has been completely lost – discarded, and other parts not written by him, added.
His whole revelation would probably have filled no more than five pages, and John didn’t fully
appreciate all he saw and had written down. However had his original document survived someone
like you James would have been able to glean far more from it, seeing it for what it was having also
had at your disposal the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book.
And also the likes of you and Jesus.
M: Yes, we’d certainly have helped you... a little.
And so by five pages Mary, you mean the essence of it, not including all the descriptive stuff.
M: That’s right. The message.

Revelation 2:1–7
M: Of no meaning, it’s all been too heavily tampered with.
What about the part about the tree of life?
M: It simply means James that if you do your healing and perfect your natural love, then you will be
free to ‘eat from the tree of life’ – you’ll live a good, loving and truly perfect life, enjoying all life will
offer you. And if you persist in your unloving, self-denying states you’ll prevent yourself living a
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full good and happy life.
But Mary, what about those people who feel they are living a fully happy and loving life – unlike
Marion and I?
M: It’s all within their feeling-denying states James, so nothing like what they will live once they’ve
healed themselves of their evilness. But because such people feel powerful, successful, happy and
loved in their negative states, they won’t feel there is any need to look deeper into themselves
through their feelings, so they’ll probably fail to understand what Jesus and I are helping you to see
through our work with you James.
You mean they wouldn’t be reading something like this that you’re writing through me?
M: No, they’d have no reason to, as they’d not be feeling bad. But in time their souls will bring
them around so they can’t so readily escape their bad feelings, and then they will be ready to
consider such truths as we’re revealing to you, and what you and Marion are revealing to yourselves.
Everyone, no matter how loved they might feel they are, will still have to do their healing – you are
all living in an evil condition of mind and will.
Will the real tree of life come back to Earth one day?
M: Yes, but not until humanity embarks upon its ages of Light and Life. A long time in the future
– when the Morontia Temple (re: The Urantia Book) descends, for the tree will be given back to
humanity through the Temple.
Revelation 2:8–29
M: Nothing relevant here either James, it too all being too tampered with. The church leaders
wanting to make Satan out to be the bad one, and the church the good one, and that the only way
you could be saved, meaning, live safely and not be overcome by Satan’s evil powers, is to do what
the church says. Which is hypercritical as the church is the evil thing one has to beware of. Satan
himself, along with Lucifer, was dealt with by Jesus, no longer being able to negatively influence and
control people. So by sleight of hand, the church has made themselves out to be the good one
blaming all evil on Satan.
Mary, what about the reference to the morning star, which I presume is referring to Gabriel, The
Bright and Morning Star?
M: It still has no relevance to the message John was given, so there’s no need to mention it. The
Urantia Book tells you who’s who, and that is all you need to know to sort out such errors and
confusion.
And what about the part about hearing what the Spirit said and so won’t be overcome by the second
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death? Does the second death refer to when the Divine Love is withdrawn at the end of the next
spiritual age of 1,000 years?
M: Yes it does, and it’s the Spirit of Truth that is the Spirit. All it means James is those people who
will embrace the Spirits of Truth of the coming Avonal pair and who will do their feeling-healing
will avoid any problems when the Divine Love is no longer available. People then won’t be able to
do their Soul-Healing, however they’ll still be able to uncover the truth of themselves through their
feelings doing their Feeling-Healing.
But this surely is a big thing Mary, so why didn’t you mention it?
M: Because we’ve covered it elsewhere James and it doesn’t have much relevance to what John is
revealing and how I want to interpret such revelations. And it’s also to make you look more into
yourself when I gloss over such things, things that are relevant to you which you want more
understanding of. I’m not to do all the work James!
So it seems to me the revelation is all over the place in terms of time.
M: That’s right, it’s been thoroughly messed about with. Those people who have made it be what it
is and for their own ends didn’t understand what John was seeing – John hardly understood his own
visions.
Revelation 3:1–3
M: More things added to strike the fear of God into the hearts of those people who do not do as
the church says. If you don’t repent... you know the theme James, and it’s not what Jesus taught so
it’s not what John taught. John was not seeking control over anyone, nor of course was Jesus, but
you can see these passages oozing with control, threat after threat, all from a wrathful God. But
God is not wrathful, and even by subjecting you to the likes of Lucifer and Satan and making you
suffer in your evilness, God is still not wrathful and not someone to be feared.
Mary, I was just reading where Pope Francis is softening the Catholics approach to everything, being
more accepting and less judgemental. That some of the Bible is now according to him, outdated,
and the Church must move on.
M: It doesn’t matter what they say James, they are still controlling and in error in the truths they
teach about Jesus being God. When they say we no longer need such a Church – any church or
religion that encourages feeling-denial and so truth-denial – then they might be worth listening to.
It’s all just to put on a nicer front diverting the flack they’ve been receiving of late. And trying to
bring the Church up to being part of the modern day is nothing about looking to work out what
truths they follow and if indeed such truth is truth or just a lot of beliefs they’re making up for
themselves to follow and live as truth. None of the religions will remain when humanity decides to
heal itself of its evilness because they are all an expression of it. So whether they add or subtract
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attitudes and beliefs, just as the early leaders did to the Bible, it’s just reshuffling the same tired old
deck which will not help anyone to do their healing. It’s even conceivable they will re-write the
Bible in time, bringing it right up to date, but that will be just more of the same of what they’ve
always done with it. And humanity is changing too much too fast now, there are too many
pressures coming to bear on it. If you think it’s changed a lot recently and is under pressure, this is
nothing compared with what forces will be bearing down upon it soon. So they’ll be having to
bring their Church up to date frequently to keep pace with the changes of attitudes the people will
be making. I can’t tell you the details, I can only keep alluding to them, but there is tremendous
change in the air, not all of which will be good so far as those people trying to maintain the status
quo will be concerned; but all very good to help break things down, to break people’s control and
dependence on their beliefs apart, to challenge everything and to force them closer to their bad
feelings. All of the changes will be to help humanity to feel bad. It already does feel bad, it’s just
trying to avoid such feelings, but less and less will people be able to do what they’ve done, as in
pretending things are all right and they are feeling good.
Mary, since you wrote the above in response to my comment that the Pope had said such things
about the Catholic Church taking a more moderate approach, I’ve discovered that the news article
was in fact a well written satirical piece and wasn’t true at all, the Pope is not that radical. So
concerning your comments, what should I do with them – delete them?
M: No James, let them be.
But Mary, surely you must have known that it wasn’t the truth, that the Pope didn’t say such things;
and if so, why didn’t you tell me that was the case?
M: Because James I am not in the least bit interested in what the Pope or anyone else on Earth or in
the mind Mansion Worlds say. Jesus and I are only interested in what you and Marion say through
your healing. So I only go by what you say, by what’s in your mind, responding to what you’ve said.
I know what’s going to happen to humanity. There is more to what I’ve written with you in all our
communications James which as yet you are not aware of, but in time will come to light. So that’s
why I’ve said to leave my comment.
The Catholic Church in particular is going to be exposed for the farce it is, even if it were to
openly soften its position on things. Over time the truth of all the untruth is going to come to
light, this you can count on. So a lot of pressure is going to be brought to bear on all the religions
as they are increasingly seen for what they are – untrue.
I get the feeling that the Christian Churches are going to be broken up, am I right about that or is it
my wishful thinking?
M: No, you’re heading in the right direction. The main bodies will be broken up, but there will be
countless splinter groups, and within some of these groups it’s conceivable that the Bible will be
rewritten and ‘brought up to date’. It’s all part of the major readjustments that people will be
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forced to make, and a lot of people will be shattered to their core as their beloved beliefs prove to
be false and based on untruth and so a lie. They won’t want to continue living the lie. They will
however still want to retain some of what they feel is good, right and true (and some of it is), and
will form smaller groups of like-mind. And this is what will be happening throughout all humanity,
and not just within the religious groups. Everything will in a way be torn apart, not all at once, but
over the forth coming thousand years of the next spiritual age. And it will be officially starting
soon. All that’s happening now is just a prelude to what’s to come, and so far a gentle one at that.
So all the harshness written here in Revelation is going to come to pass –
M: Yes and no. Some will obviously be part of what is contained within Revelation, but most will
not be relevant to it. Much more will happen that’s not even hinted at in Revelation; and as I said,
the next thousand years will be ones of great change, and only those people who are actively using
their feelings to uncover the truth of themselves will find any real inner peace once they finish their
healing. And all that will be happening will help them to feel bad, all so they can bring to light all
the untruth and error of their ways, all the pain of their early childhood, and all the wrongness their
parents have made them be.
Revelation 3:4–12
M: Still all rubbish James, even though it mentions the New Jerusalem, which should be Jerusem
the capital of the first Celestial sphere (re: The Urantia Book), that people will gain access to
through the Morontia Temple when it descends to Earth in the far distant future, well after
humanity has healed itself of its evilness. John saw visions of lots of different times for humanity,
all of which have subsequently got mixed up.
So Mary, even though we talked about it earlier, really there’s not much left of John’s original writing
to make any sense of. I can’t make any sense out of what we’re reading.
M: That’s right, mostly it’s been adulterated beyond repair. This is the most abused part of the
Bible, all because those people who changed things to suit themselves believed it gave even more
power to write about and know things of the future. So a lot of the beauty of John’s work together
with the vital information humanity was to receive from it, has been lost, hence the need for The
Urantia Book. The Urantia Book more than compensates for what has been lost down through the
ages by meddling men who sort gain for their own self-glory.
Revelation 3:13–22
M: More nonsense James.
And, so many people struggle away trying to make sense of it! Even coming up with so many
things they believe it's saying.
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M: Yes, all of which only serves to bind them more completely to their negative state. And all of
which will be harder to let go of when they come to do their healing. But it’s all what their soul
requires, what the Mother and Father want them to experience, and so they will not change until
such time as their Heavenly Parents want them to. And then their soul will emit new light into their
auric system and they will start to think new disturbing thoughts and feel feelings associated with
them that they’ve not felt before, and they will then start to question as things stop adding up and
making sense to them as they did, and then the rot will set in, and then their house of cards will
start to crumble, and then they will need to start looking for alternatives, and then if it’s time, as
deemed by their soul and God for them to do their healing as Jesus and I have been helping you
understand, they will start to do the real and hard work of unravelling all their controlling beliefs of
untruth.

Revelation 4:1–4
M: This part is interesting, referring to Machiventa Melchizedek who is sitting on the throne, he
being the current head of Earth (spiritually) having replaced Caligastia. And around him are the
counsel of 24 hand-picked mortals by the Melchizedek receivers to help them govern Urantia (re:
The Urantia Book). It’s John’s imagination that painted the scene, for in reality the 24 don’t wear
crowns. He needed to make it all sound very impressive, because indeed it is, but impressive on a
spiritual level and with little to do with the material and physical look of things.
So the golden crowns are just symbolic?
M: Yes.
Mary, I’ve included the relevant part from The Urantia Book (with its American spelling – see
below), and am I right in feeling that those who have been there for a long time will be able to
resume their ascension at the end of yours and Jesus’ age with a new twenty-four being chosen, or is
that just more of my imagination?
M: No it’s not your imagination James, it’s pretty much as you think, everything is set to change.
Machiventa, Eve and Adam will remain on the council (they being permanent until the Divine Love
is re-bestowed in the aeons to come when things will change again, things finally getting back to
how they ordinarily are in Satania), with the others being allowed to move on. And I can now add a
surprise for you... Verna and her partner are going to take the place of 1-2-3.
Gee, she will be pleased, does she know yet Mary?
M: She knows all about it!

Can’t you hear her yelling with joy in your mind about it James.

That brings a tear to me eye. Oh gee Mary, Verna being promoted to the Major League, you’ve
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made my day. A good feeling for once!

I do hope this isn’t all just part of one of my fantasies.

M: You’ll have to wait and see James.
And Mary, I’ve not picked up on this last sentence before, not having read The Urantia Book for a
long time, however it seems relevant to what you’ve been speaking about concerning the current and
future Avonal bestowals. “Eras of the Magisterial Sons and Teacher Sons and the ages of light and life are to
be anticipated on Urantia, regardless of unexpected visitations of divine Sons which may or may not occur.”
M: Yes James, a few little hints here and there for you to look out for. Indeed Urantia is to play
host to such unexpected bestowals and visitations, which have been speculated about because of the
problems brought about by the Rebellion, but no one has been privy to such information until now.
Yes, well I like the part about “may or may not occur” because if it wasn’t going to happen, why put
it in the book! I do wish I could be bothered reading The Urantia Book again, I think about it
often, but I just can’t bring myself to do it (I can’t even re-read my own stuff!). I’ve got too many
constant bad feelings making me feel too rotten, with the last thing I want to do being reading and
having to concentrate on it. I’m fine about writing like this with you Mary, in short bursts, I don’t
have to do much as you do it all – yet I can no longer do it all day like I used to be able to.
M: It’s understandable James, and it’s not necessary for now. You’ve got what you’ve needed from
the book, and it’s far more important for you to stay focused on your bad feelings so you can
uncover the truth of them and heal yourself of your evilness. That’s your priority, everything else
can wait.
The Urantia Book; Paper 45, Section 4 The Four and Twenty Counselors
P513:4, 45:4. 1 At the center of the seven angelic residential circles on Jerusem is located the
headquarters of the Urantia advisory council, the four and twenty counselors. John the Revelator
called them the four and twenty elders: "And round about the throne were four and twenty seats,
and upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders sitting, clothed in white raiment." The throne in the
center of this group is the judgment seat of the presiding archangel, the throne of the resurrection
roll call of mercy and justice for all Satania. This judgment seat has always been on Jerusem, but the
twenty-four surrounding seats were placed in position no more than nineteen hundred years ago,
soon after Christ Michael was elevated to the full sovereignty of Nebadon. These four and twenty
counselors are his personal agents on Jerusem, and they have authority to represent the Master Son
in all matters concerning the roll calls of Satania and in many other phases of the scheme of mortal
ascension on the isolated worlds of the system. They are the designated agents for executing the
special requests of Gabriel and the unusual mandates of Michael.
P513:5, 45:4. 2 These twenty-four counselors have been recruited from the eight Urantia races, and
the last of this group were assembled at the time of the resurrection roll call of Michael, nineteen
hundred years ago. This Urantia advisory council is made up of the following members:
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P513:6, 45:4. 3 1. Onagar, the master mind of the pre-Planetary Prince age, who directed his
fellows in the worship of "The Breath Giver."
P513:7, 45:4. 4 2. Mansant, the great teacher of the post-Planetary Prince age on Urantia, who
pointed his fellows to the veneration of "The Great Light."
P513:8, 45:4. 5 3. Onamonalonton, a far-distant leader of the red man and the one who directed
this race from the worship of many gods to the veneration of "The Great Spirit."
P513:9, 45:4. 6 4. Orlandof, a prince of the blue men and their leader in the recognition of the
divinity of "The Supreme Chief.”
P513:10, 45:4. 7 5. Porshunta, the oracle of the extinct orange race and the leader of this people in
the worship of "The Great Teacher.”
P513:11, 45:4. 8 6. Singlangton, the first of the yellow men to teach and lead his people in the
worship of "One Truth" instead of many. Thousands of years ago the yellow man knew of the one
God.
P513:12, 45:4. 9 7. Fantad, the deliverer of the green men from darkness and their leader in the
worship of "The One Source of Life.”
P513:13, 45:4. 10 8. Orvonon, the enlightener of the indigo races and their leader in the onetime
service of "The God of Gods.”
P514:1, 45:4. 11 9. Adam, the discredited but rehabilitated planetary father of Urantia, a Material
Son of God who was relegated to the likeness of mortal flesh, but who survived and was
subsequently elevated to this position by the decree of Michael.
P514:2, 45:4. 12 10. Eve, the mother of the violet race of Urantia, who suffered the penalty of
default with her mate and was also rehabilitated with him and assigned to serve with this group of
mortal survivors.
P514:3, 45:4. 13 11. Enoch, the first of the mortals of Urantia to fuse with the Thought Adjuster
during the mortal life in the flesh.
P514:4, 45:4. 14 12. Moses, the emancipator of a remnant of the submerged violet race and the
instigator of the revival of the worship of the Universal Father under the name of "The God of
Israel.”
P514:5, 45:4. 15 13. Elijah, a translated soul of brilliant spiritual achievement during the postMaterial Son age.
P514:6, 45:4. 16 14. Machiventa Melchizedek, the only Son of this order to bestow himself upon
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the Urantia races. While still numbered as a Melchizedek, he has become "forever a minister of the
Most Highs," eternally assuming the assignment of service as a mortal ascender, having sojourned
on Urantia in the likeness of mortal flesh at Salem in the days of Abraham. This Melchizedek has
latterly been proclaimed vicegerent Planetary Prince of Urantia with headquarters on Jerusem and
authority to act in behalf of Michael, who is actually the Planetary Prince of the world whereon he
experienced his terminal bestowal in human form. Notwithstanding this, Urantia is still supervised
by successive resident governors general, members of the four and twenty counselors.
P514:7, 45:4. 17 15. John the Baptist, the forerunner of Michael's mission on Urantia and, in the
flesh, distant cousin of the Son of Man.
P514:8, 45:4. 18 16. 1-2-3 the first, the leader of the loyal midway creatures in the service of
Gabriel at the time of the Caligastia betrayal, elevated to this position by Michael soon after his
entrance upon unconditioned sovereignty.
P514:9, 45:4. 19 These selected personalities are exempt from the ascension regime for the time
being, on Gabriel's request, and we have no idea how long they may serve in this capacity.
P514:10, 45:4. 20 Seats numbers 17, 18, 19, and 20 are not permanently occupied. They are
temporarily filled by the unanimous consent of the sixteen permanent members, being kept open
for later assignment to ascending mortals from the present postbestowal Son age on Urantia.
P514:11, 45:4. 21 Numbers 21, 22, 23, and 24 are likewise temporarily filled while being held in
reserve for the great teachers of other and subsequent ages which undoubtedly will follow the
present age. Eras of the Magisterial Sons and Teacher Sons and the ages of light and life are to be
anticipated on Urantia, regardless of unexpected visitations of divine Sons which may or may not
occur.
Revelation 4:5–8
M: The seven Spirits of God are referring to the seven adjutant mind spirits that constitute the
foundation of your mind circuits, as talked about in The Urantia Book. The sea of glass refers to
Jerusem’s arrival and departure area for all spirits and angels, again as mentioned in The Urantia
Book. This is mentioned here so one understands that these spirits and where John is focused is
the first Celestial sphere, and so no mind spirits had any idea about any of this when John received
his visions. The four beasts are just to increase the intensity and impressiveness with each of them
having six wings and looking like animals and man on Earth. They are not real, only images given
to John to symbolise the coming together of Earth – the animals, and the higher Celestial spheres –
Heaven, as represented by the angels who it was/is believed have wings (which they don’t as The
Urantia Book has informed you).
Okay, so what you’re saying, I think, is that from the first Celestial sphere come the seven mind
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spirits that guide and govern us. These helping us to work up through the seven Mansion Worlds.
Actually Mary, having written that, do the adjutant mind spirits actually guide and govern us. Or
are they just inert mind spirits which help form our minds?
M: They are both James. You use their ministry to form your minds all guided by the Divine
Minister. And how you use them constitutes your mind circuits, that being, what beliefs they are
composed of. And within all of that, the mind spirits, not of themselves, but in answer to the
leadings of the Divine Minister, your Indwelling Spirit, and your soul, and all in keeping with the
leadings of the Spirits of Truth, guide and govern you as you say.
Okay. And when you say the mind spirits don’t understand what John is talking about, you are
referring to the interfering spirits in the mind Mansion Worlds, who because they couldn’t relate to
John’s vision, confused things in their ‘helping’ efforts to influence those men on Earth who wanted
to craft the Bible into being what it is.
M: Yes. So there was, and still is, so far as such mind spirits are concerned, great confusion about
such things. So you’ve got many people within the Churches being guided and mostly
unconsciously influenced by such misguided mind spirits. So it all sounds impressive and worthy of
spending time on trying to understand, but nothing of any value is said, and it doesn’t do anything to
help one ascend one’s soul in truth. And it sure doesn’t do anything to keep you focused on your
bad feelings, so you can use them to reveal to yourself the truths your own soul wants you to know
and live.
Revelation 4:9–11
M: Not relevant.

Revelation 5:1–4
M: This makes it seem like John is being shown how no man is worthy, but that’s all been added.
What this section is really about is John being shown seven secrets, those being the seals, seven
things that are to constitute his vision, seven things that will happen to humanity. And no man on
Earth or in spirit – no ascending mortal, knows what will happen, as ordinarily you are not meant to
know such future things, however John was to give humanity a little glimpse into the future.
Why?
Mary: It’s part of the natural heritage of a humanity to be given a certain amount of information
about its future. It helps to show that there is more than just the material existence, and there is
always meant to be some overlap of the spirit worlds and the physical. It’s all to help you
understand you are not alone, and that indeed God has a plan, and one that you can count on. It’s
about helping to inspire people to want to know this God who has created them, wanting to know
why He – They – have made it be as it is. However, ordinarily because of the negative and truth-
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denying influences of the Rebellion and Default, you should not, and have indeed in many cases
been prevented from, receiving such glimpses of the future. However special extenuating
circumstances, similar to the ‘earthing’ of The Urantia Book, allowed John to see what he did.
You mean Mary, you and Jesus organised it, to give us a helping hand?
M: Yes, it would have been all too difficult otherwise James. The Evil Ones did a thorough job on
corrupting humanity, so you’ve needed all the help that can be given to you whilst still honouring the
mandates of the Rebellion and Default.
FOR 200,000 years ALL SCRIPTURES are the WORK of the REBELLIOUS LANONANDEKS:
The rebellious Lanonandeks from within our local universe are these soulmate pairs:

Lucifer pair
Satan pair
Arrested and imprisoned 26 CE

Caligastia pair
Daligastia pair
Arrested and imprisoned early 1990s CE

So what are the seven secrets Mary?

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas.

M: You’ll have to ask John about that.
But if they were given to him to give us a glimpse into our future, why can’t you tell me what they
are?
M: Because they have been lost, and John only lightly touched on them in his original work. And
even if they were public knowledge, you’d be the only one James, because of all you know
concerning Divine Love Spirituality, who’d be able to understand their true meaning. And besides,
how do you know I’m not telling you what they are!
You’re being cryptic now Mary, I’ll have to start learning how to interpret your words when so far
you’ve always been straightforward with me. And how will I ever be able to interpret you when I
can’t even interpret the Bible!
M: All in keeping with trying to work out what Revelation is saying James. But in all seriousness,
these secrets are to remain secret because humanity has rejected the truth. It’s all part of humanity’s
truth-denial. So it’s not my place to openly tell you what they are. They will come to light anyway,
and knowing about them ahead of time wouldn’t help anyone, because what help would they give
you in knowing about them? The only true help you need to know is what Jesus and I are telling
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you concerning your healing and ongoing feeling acceptance. Everything else as you know James is
just food for thought and doesn’t do anything so far as actually helping you express your feelings
and seek their truth. It can help set a mental picture in place within your mind, a framework from
within which to do your healing, should you want such a thing, but really you don’t even need that as
the truth will come to light as required by your soul as you honour and express all you feel; and with
that truth will come the whole picture, the whole story of your life – of yourself, as you’re to see it
based on truth.
Not like our distorted mind pictures and fantasies we’re trying to live based on the untruth from our
parents and early carers.
M: That’s right, not like them at all. Something much more profound – the truth of yourself: the
truth of the real you.
Revelation 5:5–14
M: This is what John lived himself: the coming of Jesus – the Lion, but coming as a Lamb who was
slaughtered for all the wrong reasons – why would anyone slaughter such an innocent creature! And
because of Jesus’ death, humanity chose to embark on yet another age of darkness, taking its selfdenial and so evilness to new heights, to deeper psychological levels, all of which you are now
currently living the results of.
Revelation 6:1–17
M: This part refers to the end of Jesus’ and my age, which you are entering into now. It’s to do
with the coming of the Avonal pair we’ve spoken about. The Lamb – Jesus, is saying look and I
will tell you a little of what is to happen at the end of my age. This however is not as most people
interpret it as. And it all refers to the Avonal Son, it all in
keeping with only speaking about the masculine and
denying the feminine, for you understand James, it’s an
Avonal Pair who’ll be carrying out such things when on
Earth.
So the Avonal Son on his white horse will conquer all
untruth – he will not conquer people, he will not be a
warrior. He – They, the Avonal pair – will make their
revelation to mankind when the time is right, and their
words will in time conquer all, in that everyone will one
day come to do their Feeling- or Soul-Healing. And this
will be the power of the great sword, the power of the
words of truth that people will listen to and apply to their
lives. And those people who accept such words, looking
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to their feelings to uncover the truth of themselves, will live at peace, balanced and in harmony with
nature and themselves, within the economy of their life. And those people who choose to ride the
pale horse, will live as you all currently do, in fear of death and in the hells of your own making
because you continue to deny many of your feelings, so deny much of your true self. This is
referring to those people who will just want to carry on during the next spiritual and planetary age
as they have done, not striving to live true to themselves by doing their healing. They will be the
people and mind spirits who want to remain as they are in their negative states and so evilness.
The fifth seal refers to the Christians who won’t understand what is happening, as they’ll not want
to relinquish their beliefs in the Bible and all they’ve made up for themselves that it’s all about. The
sixth seal refers to one of the large earthquakes that will happen, so people will know through this
sign that such things are coming to pass. The earthquake will be around the time when the Avonal
pair begin their public work, it marking the end and beginning of the two spiritual ages. I can’t
however tell you where or when it will be. But it will be one of many such earthquakes when the
earth changes begin in earnest.
And does this refer to Nibiru Mary, the Pole Shift and periodic micronova from the sun, with the
mountains moving and everyone hiding?
M: Yes James; or rather, what they and Nibiru represents, but I can’t tell you more about it yet
either, as to whether or not there is an actual outside influence that will so greatly affect the Earth,
or will such changes happen naturally from forces within the Earth.
At the end of this section it suggests all of this is to befall mankind as punishment for being evil,
it being the wrath of the Lamb, but this is not true. Humanity is not being punished by suffering
through such harsh Earth and other changes because of its being bad. Neither Jesus nor God
would ever punish. The changes would happen on Earth even were humanity good and of a
positive mind and will. And why humanity will suffer at all, is because by living untrue to itself, it
will not be prepared for such changes. So it will suffer accordingly, which will help wake it up to the
truth of its being wrong. Were humanity living with a positive mind and will and not living against
itself and so against the Truth, it would be helped from spirit to prepare for such catastrophes, and
wouldn’t have built its civilisations in such a way that can be so easily destroyed.

Revelation 7:1–4
M: The Earth changes happen in cycles, and this part is referring to an interlude when there will be
144,000 people who will have chosen to do their Soul-Healing, as Jesus and I are encouraging you to
do – and as the Avonal pair will show you how to do. It has nothing to do with Israel, that all being
added at a later date. These people will be the beginnings of the New Humanity, those people who
choose the Way of Light – The Way of Truth.
They will look to their feelings to advance their souls in truth and so heal themselves of all their
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wrongness. These will be the first people who will make it all the way through their healing whilst
of flesh, this being why they are singled out as being special.
And why that number Mary?

M: It has to do with the various soul-groups that such individuals will comprise. It’s technical
James, nothing to do with Earth. Such information you can access when you’re in spirit.
Okay. And will these people know who they are?
M: No, they will just know when they’ve finished their healing that they are true and no longer of a
negative mind and will. They might suspect they are one of the ‘chosen’ having read your work
James, and they might even be told one way or another from spirit or by their Indwelling Spirit that
they are, but it won’t do anything to affect their healing, it won’t distract them from their healing,
adding to their egos about being special.
Revelation 7:5–8
M: This refers to the technicalities I spoke about above. The tribes are irrelevant now. In due
course and with the help of the Trinity Teacher Pairs (re: The Urantia Book) through the next
Spiritual Age that will be helping people who are doing their healing, more such technical
information will be revealed – more understanding about such things and how they will be
manifesting on Earth.
The Trinity Teacher Pairs being here in spirit to help such people because of the specialness of the
forthcoming age of 1,000 years?

M: Yes James, as it’s to be a full Spiritual Age, meaning such high teachers will be at humanity’s
disposal – but only for those people striving to become true – who are doing their healing. Such
high spirit teachers will make themselves known to those people who they will need to make direct
contact with. And I won’t say anymore about this James because I don’t want to interfere with such
relationships, they will be very special indeed, nothing the likes of which anyone on Earth has ever
experienced... except you James.
All right Mary... meaning?
M: I’m so glad you asked James, as I can’t tell you such things straight out, you have to ask me about
them.
So meaning, how Jesus and I have worked with you James is something of an example of how
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these higher spirit Teacher pairs will work with their contact people on Earth. Humanity is to grow
substantially in understanding, in all areas of life, all that will come to light as such people progress
through their healing and with the help of such higher spirit teachers. It’s to be a huge spiritual growth
time for humanity, as it has a lot of catching up to do having denied its true spiritual heritage for so
long.
So how you’ve helped me expand my understanding about all of this, is something like how the
Teacher pairs will help these people in future?
M: Yes, but not just in purely spiritual areas of understanding like Jesus and I have done with you
James, but in whatever areas of life such people are focused in, which will cover all facets of life on
Earth. Such people will become highly educated by these Teacher pairs from spirit as they progress
through their healing, and of course all in line with higher spiritual understanding. They will
become the leading spiritual lights of the world. And a lot of what they will say will be very
confronting, so a lot of people, those people wishing to try and recreate and maintain the ‘old ways’
that you are currently living, will not be interested in what such ‘enlightened’ ones will have to say.
But that doesn’t matter as there will be many people who will look to such people, as all they will do
and say will help them do their healing and understand things in keeping with the Avonal’s Spirits of
Truth. The Teacher pairs will be, of course, all teaching under the guidance and direction of such
Spirits of Truth, all ultimately to help them align people as they do their healing with Jesus’ and my
Spirits of Truth.
And these Teacher pairs will teach anyone doing their healing and not just the 144,000?
M: Yes.
And of course these Trinity Teacher Pairs are not to be confused with spirits of the Mansion
Worlds or the Celestial spirits?
M: No, they are very different from the ascending mortal soul as you can read in The Urantia Book.
There will also be a lot of Celestial spirits helping such people and anyone who is looking to do
their healing, and many such Celestials will be working hand in hand with the Trinity pairs, however
those people who experience the Teacher pairs will be left in no doubt as to the nature of such
spirits they are working with.
And it is possible that these Teacher pairs will help people, yet those people won’t be conscious of
such help?
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HIERARCHY of our SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE:
Our Heavenly Mother and Father
permanently reside within Paradise, an
island stationary world surrounded by
Havona, in the centre of seven
Super Universes.
Our Heavenly Mother and Father, being
one soul manifesting two
personalities, bring about the
creation of:
Creator daughters and sons –
Michaels
Magisterial daughters and sons – Avonals
Trinity Teacher daughter and sons –
Daynals – and others.
The Michaels and Avonals have Spirits of
Truth to be released to assist the
humanities on their assigned
inhabited worlds.
Each Super Universe consists of 100,000 Local Universes.
Each Local Universe is overseen by a Creator daughter and
son, our local universe is called Nebadon and Jesus and Mary
Magdalene are the Michael pair and regents.
A local universe consists of 10,000,000 inhabitable worlds of
which 3,840,101 are inhabited within local universe Nebadon.
A local universe consists of 100 constellations which is made up
of 100 systems. Each system has 1,000 inhabitable worlds. The
system that Earth is in is Satania and 619 worlds are inhabited.
Emanating from within the Local Universes are Melchizedek,
Vorondadek, Lanonandek, Material and Life-Carrier pairs.
None have spirits of truth – they are not from Paradise.
From within the Lanonandeks, assigned to oversee the system
Satania, which includes Earth (Urantia) were the Lucifer,
Satan, Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate pairs, who rebelled.
Further, Adam and Eve, the Material son and daughter,
defaulted because of the Rebellion. All failed in their
assignments, causing us (humanity on Earth) to be spiritually
misled for 200,000 years – that is why we are all ‘insane’!
Earth has had five higher spirit physical bestowals:
Daligastia soulmate pair being Lanonandeks
Adam and Eve soulmate pair Material son and daughter
Machiventa Melchizedek soulmate pair
Creator daughter and son – Jesus and Mary Magdalene
Avonal daughter and son who are yet to commence their
public ministry.
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The Descending Sons of God
The Urantia Book:
(223.6) 20:1.1

All descending Sons of God have high and divine origins. They are dedicated to the
descending ministry of service on the worlds and systems of time and space, there to facilitate the
progress in the Paradise climb of the lowly creatures of evolutionary origin — the ascending sons of
God. Of the numerous orders of descending Sons, seven will be depicted in these narratives. Those Sons
who come forth from the Deities on the central Isle of Light and Life are called the Paradise Sons of
God and embrace the following three orders:
(223.7) 20:1.2

1. Creator Sons — the Michaels.

(223.8) 20:1.3

2. Magisterial Sons — the Avonals.

(223.9) 20:1.4

3. Trinity Teacher Sons — the Daynals.

(223.10) 20:1.5

The remaining four orders of descending sonship are known as the Local Universe Sons of

God:
(223.11) 20:1.6

4. Melchizedek Sons.

(223.12) 20:1.7

5. Vorondadek Sons.

(223.13) 20:1.8

6. Lanonandek Sons.

(223.14) 20:1.9

7. The Life Carriers.

We of humanity are ascending sons and daughters of our Heavenly Mother and Father:
(119.1) 11:1.4

The Father is always to be found at this central location. Did he move, universal
pandemonium would be precipitated, for there converge in him at this residential center the universal
lines of gravity from the ends of creation. Whether we trace the personality circuit back through the
universes or follow the ascending personalities as they journey inward to the Father; whether we trace
the lines of material gravity to nether Paradise or follow the insurging cycles of cosmic force; whether
we trace the lines of spiritual gravity to the Eternal Son or follow the inward processional of the Paradise
Sons of God; whether we trace out the mind circuits or follow the trillions upon trillions of celestial
beings who spring from the Infinite Spirit — by any of these observations or by all of them we are led
directly back to the Father’s presence, to his central abode. Here is God personally, literally, and actually
present. And from his infinite being there flow the flood-streams of life, energy, and personality to all
universes.

Note: Under the rules of the Rebellion and Default, The Urantia Book was written in the masculine.
Reference to Father is to be taken as Mother and Father, as Son is to be taken as Daughter and Son, etc.
It is always the soulmate pair that is being referred to.

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas.
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M: Yes, not everyone will enjoy a mental communication like what we have. Some people will just
know they are receiving such help – all will know one way or another they are involved with such
higher Daughters and Sons – but not all will have a direct mental or visual communication with such
higher spirits. And some people will have a full psychic experience of them, being able to easily see
them, hear them, have full conversations with them as if the Pairs were of flesh and blood. As
humanity progresses through the next age, more people will express and develop their psychic
attributes. There will be far better seers, mediums, healers and truth and information revealers than
you have now. And those who are striving to do their healing will use such ‘powers’ to further
themselves with their healing. And I will add James, having such abilities won’t necessarily mean it
will be easier for one to do one’s healing. And in fact having such abilities might make it even
harder, as you can testify.
I know what you mean Mary, it’s a double edged sword, for as much as I love being able to speak
with you and Jesus, and everyone else, it has made it more difficult in many ways to stay focused on
my feelings like Marion is. I am more inclined to get sidetracked being off in my head somewhere
talking with you spirits. She isn’t interested in such psychic stuff, only staying focused on her feelings,
and sometimes I think it would be easier for me were I like that and not having all this mind stuff
and information coming through from you spirits. But then again, it certainly gives me a different
perspective on things.
M: It’s how it’s meant to be James, all part of your struggle do heal your feeling-denial. Your mind
has used your psychic power to enhance your fantasy escapism all to help you not feel bad, and so
having to come to terms with your speaking with us and having relationships with unseen spirit
personalities has all been part of your ‘package’ you’ve had to uncover the truth of. Part of your
feeling- and so truth-denial has been in your psychic denial, you’re parents not encouraging you to
express that side of your personality. So it’s been necessary through your healing for you to have it,
to come to understand all the different aspects involved with it, all so you can help others in time
understand it as well.
And to think that I might have missed out on the likes of Verna and Bob... no, that would have been
too much, too much deprivation!
(ed: Verna is a Nature Spirit aligned to James also James refers to his Indwelling Spirit as Bob.)
Revelation 7:9–16
M: This says that those people who do their healing will have saved themselves, and the multitudes
will follow them – eventually. And by doing their healing, such people will become like the Lamb,
they being able to follow Jesus (and myself). For only when you’ve done your healing can you be as
we are – perfect.
I know this is obvious Mary, as you’ve said it a million times, but I feel I should include it: so the
only way, the true way, one can save oneself, is by doing one’s Feeling-Healing or Soul-Healing with
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the Divine Love; and salvation has nothing to do with what the Christians teach as being saved –
believing in Jesus and so on.
M: You can’t save yourself by using a system that’s contained within and is a part of the negative
evil state that you are, that humanity has created for itself. You can only help yourself remove
yourself from being untrue by first becoming true to that untrue state, that being achieved through
your healing. And when you know the whole truth of your evilness, all being done through the
ongoing acceptance and expression of all your bad feelings you are denying, then – AND ONLY
THEN – will you have saved yourself.
You save yourself through your self love, that being achieved by fully honouring all those parts of
yourself you are currently denying, as being represented by the bad feelings you are refusing to
acknowledge and express. The Mother and Father as such don’t save you, nor does any belief you
might have, in Jesus, God, or anyone else – even beliefs in yourself. Only the truth will set you free
of your untruth, but as I said, only once you’ve uncovered all the truth of your untruth. So you are
to go into your darkness first, see it and feel it and know it for what it is – uncover the truth of it;
and by then, having fully experienced your evilness, your darkness, your unloving and untrue and
negative state of mind and will, your soul with the aid of the Mother and Father will end your selfhating and truth- denying condition; and you’ll feel reborn as new, with a positive, self-loving state of
mind and will. This is being truly self-loving, which is really what being saved is all about – being
saved by your own feelings and the truth resulting from them, and NOT through your mind and its
beliefs as so many people are trying to do by believing such erroneous beliefs. You can’t make
yourself become a loving and good person, even loving of yourself, through your mind. You can
contrive such love feelings believing you are achieving such a goal by applying your mind to think
loving thoughts and do good loving actions, but it’s all a mental contrivance based on beliefs that are
founded on untruth and love-denial. So only by doing your healing and through your full feeling
acceptance will you really save yourself, by truly loving yourself through and with your feelings.
Revelation 8:1–6

M: Then there will be a pause, like during the eye of the hurricane, and during such time it will be
known that humanity has indeed turned the corner, it has chosen to no longer continue on
collectively becoming progressively more evil. Then another round of Earth changes will
commence. This pause will happen as an early part of the next spiritual age.
So Mary, no one will know when all of the 144,000 have chosen to begin their healing?
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M: Only the Avonal pair. But as for the rest of humanity, no, it’s not for them to know such
planetary things, unless they be revealed by the Avonal Son and Daughter. Humanity is not to get
all caught up with such things, not anymore than it already is. So unless the Mother and Father
want such things to be made known, they will remain information to be accessed when one is in
spirit after one’s life on Earth has finished.
Mary, why is there always these ‘special’ or ‘chosen’ souls, when it’s said the Mother and Father love
us all equally. There is a good case for Their having favourites, is there not?
M: It’s all technical James. If people want to take being chosen as being special, then so be it; and
if that makes them feel bad by not being chosen and special, then they have more bad feelings to
work through.
It’s just as it is James, certain people will be required to do certain things, it’s how it always is, and
over the fullness of time, I assure you that everyone will be chosen and feel special, feeling they have
been singled out by the Mother and Father to do certain things for Them.
By over time you mean over eternity?
M: Yes, it doesn’t and can’t all happen at once, and all the way along people and spirits are called
and chosen to do something that is unique and extraordinary. There are always to be leaders and
guides and everyone will have their turn as Creation unfolds and comes into being. So the first will
be last and the last first, the alpha and omega as is so often quoted, everyone feeling special and the
Mother and Father’s favourite just as happens in any normal loving family. So overall everyone is
treated equally, but you are not also just numbers, clones, you are all – we are all – highly unique
individual personalities, and being so, all have highly unique and personal relationships with our
Heavenly Parents.
So for the sake of argument, there will be some souls who are leaders in doing their Feeling- and
Soul-Healing, someone has to be first; and there will be some souls who are capable of completing
their healing whilst on Earth during the initial phases of the next spiritual age. And that number is
to be 6,000 soul-pairs of 24 people who will comprise the 144,000. You see James, it’s not that that
will be the total number of people that will manage to complete their healing whilst of flesh during
the next age, that number will be much higher, but out of all those completing it, 144,000 will be
called upon to form the basis of the soul-pairs in the Celestial spheres that will then oversee the
next phase of humanity’s healing from spirit, this phase beginning with the new age. Some of the
rest of those people who become Celestial spirits upon death because they’ve completed their
healing on Earth will be asked to do other things in the Celestial spheres, yet the majority of healed
spirits knowing they have finished with Earth and its associated Mansion Worlds will be more than
happy to get on with their ascent through Nebadon and onward to Paradise. So these 144,000 and
their associates will actually be held back from their ascent to do this other work in helping people
back on Earth, just as many Celestials and their soul-groups are doing now, and only being free to
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continue their journey to Paradise when their season of help has been completed. So for those
getting on with their ascent to Paradise, to be one of the so-called chosen ones who are having to
delay their ascent, it might not look like such a good thing being ‘special’. So it’s a matter of
perspective. And it doesn’t matter anyway, because by the time you’ve completed your healing you
will feel so happy being your true self and doing whatever it is the Mother and Father ask you to do;
whether staying behind to help others coming after you, or moving on toward Paradise, as it will be
exactly what you need and want to do to further your soul’s growth and development. So those
spirits staying behind won’t feel they are being jeopardised by not being able to immediately get on
with their Paradise ascent. There are no favourites and it should not be looked at in this light.
However the Christians will think it means these few 144,000 are the true followers of Christ that
Jesus will come and take with him to paradise. But that’s not many people considering all the
Christians who believe they are doing the right thing and are waiting for Jesus’ call – that will never
come.
One other thing Mary about the 144,000, you said they are soul-pairs, so by that do you mean they
will link up as soulmates on Earth during their healing, or when they arrive in the first Celestial
sphere.
M: Some will whilst on Earth, other’s won’t until they move into their designated soul-groups on
the first Celestial sphere. Some whilst doing their healing on Earth will know or sense or even be
told, they are soulmates; others won’t know whilst they work through their feeling acceptance, only
to find out such truth – to have it come to them, or be told it by spirits or their Indwelling Spirit –
once they’ve completed their healing. All different ways James.
Revelation 8:7–13
M: These will be very difficult times for humanity, it all being part of the Earth changes.
Wormwood is a meteorite that will impact the Earth at this time too. It’s not Nibiru itself. The
third part of the waters refers to water being poisoned by the debris from the impact and radiation
being released into the atmosphere.
I’m sorry Mary, but as I was writing that last paragraph as you know I was interrupted a few times,
Marion called me to see the three ‘Bills’ (sacred ibis) that have been hanging out in our front garden
lately. They’ve taken to perching on the dead tree and preening and drinking out of the water
bowls. And with all the holiday people around and their being scared, they all flew up into the
larger gum tree, so I had to stop writing again to have a look at them all standing up there looking so
regal. So having now re-read the paragraph, and as I was thinking about what you were saying
while watching the Bills, I think my mind might have taken over from you adding more to the
prediction than you were intending to say. So is what I’ve written correct about the meteor and
radiation, or shall I delete it and you start again?
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GOD
SPHERES of PARADISE being the home of
our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father,
within the centre of the 7 super universes.
Unknown number of spheres to progress
through to reach Paradise.
Ascending out of NEBADON is beyond
the regency of the Creator Daughter
and Son, Mary and Jesus.

Father
Mother
HEAVENLY
PARENTS

INFINITE & UNIVERSAL
SPHERES, unknown number to
progress through within Nebadon.
ETERNAL SPHERES 3 spheres
unnumbered. Involvement with
Earth finishes.
CELESTIAL HEAVENS
are spheres 8, 9, 10.

JESUS & MARY

Divine Love Spirit Healing
Mansion Worlds are 3, 5, 7.
We are healing our soul!
We all arrive in spirit
into Mansion World 1.
Earth Planes 1 and 2 are
of Disharmony – Hells.
Mind Spirit Mansion
Worlds 2, 4, 6 are all taking
us in the wrong direction
and into a dead end!

AVONALS
MARY &
JESUS

AVONAL PAIR
GOD
Through out the Avonal Age of 1,000 years, their Spirits of Truth will assist us
in embracing and engaging with our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love
our Soul Healing, they will assist us to develop our soul well into Celestial Heaven status
should we persevere with such a goal. To the extent that the Avonal Pair develop themselves
while here in the physical on Earth is the level that their Spirits of Truth will be able to assist
us. Then it will be Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth that will assist us up and out of Nebadon,
where our Heavenly Parents will then assist us onto Paradise, Their home.
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M: No James, leave it as it is. It will add to the drama, which is what all I’m writing is meant to do,
all to help people feel bad so they can use those feelings to help themselves uncover the truth their
soul wants them to know. You see James, Jesus and I through you can say such things that will put
yet more pressure on humanity making people feel bad. We don’t have to just say nice and ‘loving’
things, all in keeping with the mandates of the Rebellion, and all to fulfil people’s expectations of
what Jesus and Mary Magdalene might say. And all our truth presentation to people through you
James should make people feel bad. And if such a meteor or Nibiru doesn’t come, then that too
should make people feel bad who feel let down by my giving a prediction that doesn’t come true.
And if it does come true, well that too should make people feel bad. Everything should make
people feel bad, because humanity is no longer going to be allowed to keep deluding itself that it
feels good, when underneath you all feel bad having been parented unlovingly.
Okay Mary, so what you’re saying is that instead of us looking to the likes of you and Jesus, even to
the Mother and Father, to make us feel good, using our minds to pretend to ourselves that we are
capable of controlling our reality, we should be prepared to feel bad, and even very bad, for
everything is coming to help us get rid of our false good feeling self and get more in touch with our
bad feeling self – how we really feel having been hurt and traumatised by our parents not loving us
as we needed to be love?
M: Yes James. Humanity wants to do all it can to keep making itself feel good, only because really
it feels bad. If you naturally felt good you’d not have to do anything or use your mind to help you
feel good, you’d just feel good. So the fact that you do do things to make yourselves feel good
shows you something is very wrong, and that really the truth is you do feel very bad. So all these
so-called bad things that are to happen, are happening only to help you get closer to your true
feelings, they are not a punishment or anything like that, they are a loving way of helping you stop
being false making you become more real and aware of what’s really going on within you.
This is a very significant point, isn’t it Mary, one I haven’t as yet fully understood.
M: That’s right James, even though you’ve been living it through your healing.
Yes. All through my healing bad things have happened to me to of course make me feel bad, all so
I’ve been able to use those bad feelings to help uncover the truth of myself. And yet all along I’ve
naturally wanted to feel good, and have resisted feeling bad. I’ve begged and begged the Mother
and Father to make only good things happen to me, so I will feel good, but I can see now that if
They did what I asked, and only good things happened to me and I only felt good, then I’d never be
able to do my healing and uncover the truth of all the bad unloving things my parents did to me.
So that’s why the Mother and Father have, as They’ve said, kept the pressure on me, all so I can keep
feeling bad so as to use those bad feelings to work ever deeper into myself.
So if I then apply that to humanity, that even though lots of bad things have and do happen, still
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overall mostly people have been able to use their minds to control their feelings so keep themselves
feeling relatively good. But if all the Earth changes and other pressures come to bear, then that will
be harder, as you say, for people to do. And if that’s what is to happen to help us face the truth of
ourselves: that we don’t feel good, that we do feel unloved in our evil and truth-denying states, then I
guess that’s what’s got to happen.
M: That’s right James. It happens locally with natural disasters and with countries warring against
each other and authorities treating their own people unlovingly, but so far it’s not as yet happened
globally to humanity. Even in days gone by it didn’t happen globally, as in the localised destruction
of Atlantis and other civilisations and cultures. So now as humanity is becoming more globally
interlinked so the time is drawing closer for the whole of humanity to feel such pressures, and all
sorts of different pressures coming to bear upon them. And if people can understand that this is
all in fact all for their own good, that it’s good they feel bad so they can use those bad feelings to
help them grow in truth and heal themselves of their rebellion against truth, then they will move
along with the bad things that happen relating to them for different reasons, understanding and
being more appreciative and accepting of them, just as you and Marion have done and are still doing
in your healing. And what you both will continue doing, as you work yourselves back in truth to
being true to yourselves at the unloving hands of your parents, until your healing finishes.
It’s interesting Mary for many good things have also happened to us along the way, one such big
thing recently being the ease of how finding our new car came about, and how enjoyable it was, and
yet alongside those good feelings we’ve still felt increasingly bad. And this has bothered and
angered me for I don’t get a good go of the good feelings, as all too soon they are swept aside by yet
more bad feelings –M: Which was exactly how it was for you during your early childhood James. You weren’t allowed
to feel good for very long as your parents kept making you feel bad. And so it’s the same in your
adult life as your patterns continue to unfold, only now you’re looking to and leaning towards staying
with all the bad stuff and bad feelings rather than doing all you can, and all you were forced and
taught to do, to block them pretending you felt good. And as it’s been for you and Marion, so it
will be collectively for humanity, and personally for those people who set out to heal themselves of
their negative states.
So the 1,000 years of peace might not be all the peace it’s hoped it will be?
M: No, it can’t be for humanity is not going to be let off the hook, it’s not going to be praised for
being evil. It’s going to have to continually face the truth that it’s not right, that it’s all wrong and so
should feel bad. And that it does already feel bad, only it’s been up until now allowed to cover up
most of those bad feelings. The so-called ‘Golden Age’ will be only for those people who do their
healing (the real Golden Ages being during the ages of Light and Life once the Divine Love has
been re-bestowed). And although the doing of their healing will be hard and might even take a
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great part of their Earth lives, when they have finished it, then they will feel at peace, a peace no one
on the world has felt for hundreds of thousands of years since the beginning of the Rebellion.
And that peace, the true peace of the fully loved soul, will be what is obtainable through this next
age. This being a personal golden age for those people who do manage to fully heal themselves of
their evilness whilst still of flesh.
So our Mother and Father make us feel bad by subjecting us to evil, this being a loving act by
allowing us to experience the nether side of love; and then They make bad things happen to us so
we can’t use our mind anymore to escape what we’re really feeling deep inside yet refusing to accept,
this being another demonstration and expression of Their love; and all so we can then heal
ourselves of our evilness that They’ve made us be?
M: Yes, all so you can have the experience of being evil, of being unloving and knowing what it
feels like to not feel loved. And all being done as you say James, by being loved by your Heavenly
Parents.
It’s a tough one to get your mind around.
M: Not if you look at it in the terms of eternity, and the value you will end up gaining from your
unloving and evil beginning. This bad beginning will give rise to an eternal fuller and deeper
understanding and appreciation of love. Of what love is and what loving and feeling loved feels
like. And all by first of all feeling and knowing what not feeling loved feels like. So understandably
James, whilst you’re in your no-love state it’s hard to feel good about being evil, but the whole point
of being evil is you’re not meant to feel good, all so you can find out the truth of it.
So we’re uncovering the truth of evil?
M: Yes. And all through your feelings, all through direct personal experience, the only way truth
can be uncovered.
Revelation 9:1–12
M: And as you can imagine, during such harsh times the natural world will become unbalanced, so
their will be extremes of weather and plagues and famine, much disease, and of course many people
will fight each other. And it will seem to go on and on with no end in sight.
And all to keep making us feel bad?
M: Yes. To keep the feeling pressure on you until you’ve fully healed yourself, and then you won’t
feel bad. And for those people doing their healing, striving to uncover the truth of all their
feelings, I want to tell them again: You will be looked after, even in your pain. So just keep going
attending to your feelings, accepting and expressing all the pain and anguish, all your fear, anxiety,
stress, misery, anger, rage, fury, blame and guilt. Keep bringing up and speaking about it all,
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expressing your confusion, frustration, boredom, fantasies, perversions and feelings of being
useless, powerless, nothing and no one. Keep allowing yourself to feel all your self-hatred, hatred
of other people, nature and God – keep bringing up and accepting and expressing such negative
feelings. And keep LONGING FOR THE TRUTH OF ALL YOU FEEL. Your bad feelings and
any good feelings – express them all!
Revelation 9:13–21
M: More fighting with modern weaponry. And those people who won’t seek salvation through the
doing of their healing, will find no peace. And I say again: Those people who do strive to live true
will be looked after and supported in their efforts. Bad things will still happen to them and around
them but all so as to keep helping them accept and express and seek the truth of their feelings.
And by doing this, they will lead themselves out of the hells and the worship and love of all that is
wrong.
Revelation 10:1–11
M: This refers to the Avonal pair James, and the end times you are now in. John was given a
glimpse, but not allowed to reveal it. The honey is how one will feel once one is healed; the
bitterness in one's belly being the pain one will have to go through doing their healing. Which is
the pain one is already in. The pain one suffered (and is still suffering) through one’s childhood –
from conception right through to your becoming an adult around 21 years old.
Mary, why wasn’t the Avonals coming prophesied?
M: It wasn’t so as to be in keeping with the mandates of the Rebellion and Default. Just like how
we’ve told you the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book have to obey the ‘laws’ of the Rebellion
and Default, so too has all concerning the Avonal pair. So that means nothing has been revealed
about them. And this has allowed them to work through their own healing without being able to
use any prophecy to tell them they are on the right track. They’ve been able to do it all blind you
might say. And this needs to be done by them so they can do all they have come to do – heal all the
mind and will circuits that are in rebellion and so negative. They’ve needed to completely rely on
each other and their feelings, nothing else, so no help from anyone, not even Jesus or myself. We’ve
been able to advise them and support and expand upon each step they have taken, once they’ve
uncovered the truth for themselves through their own feelings, but in no way have we been able to
go ahead of them, telling them what is going to happen and what they can expect in their own
personal lives. Telling them the truth of themselves before they’ve uncovered it themselves through
their own feelings.
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Revelation 11:1–19
M: We’ve written about the two witnesses before James.
I know Mary, however I can’t remember anything you said about them, and I can’t remember in
which diary we wrote about it. So would you mind going over it again, please.
M: This section refers to how the two witnesses will be received, they being the Avonal pair. I
won’t go over it how we did before James, I’ll just summarise it now for you.
They will ‘come to power’ when they’ve finished their healing and begin their public work. They
will perform Great Wonders. And many people will be very impressed. And some people will
actually listen to and understand their message. And some people will do their healing. And over
the course of their age of 1,000 years, the evilness of humanity will subside as more and more
people embrace their healing. But then at the end of their age, as symbolised by their deaths – the
deaths of the witnesses – the Divine Love is to be removed along with the Avonals continual input
and support from spirit. So effectively the ‘devil’ can rise again, and it will be up to humanity as to
what it will do: will it succumb to its old ways and return to its darkness; or will it keep working on
itself, looking to perfect its relationships and heal its untruth and feeling-denial? And the outcome
will be positive, this being represented by the Avonal pair returning after three days, thus the three
days symbolically demonstrating humanity has chosen to continue its healing toward the truth and
light, once and for all turning its back on the darkness. It will be as if humanity has died, and then
in three days awaken again; so, died by deciding to once and for all end its evilness and being dark,
reawakening into the light of wanting to continue and complete its healing.
So the Avonals won’t actually return in three days after their deaths?
M: No, in time they will return, but well after humanity has gone through the long ages of living
without the Divine Love and struggling on doing their Feeling-Healing. The pair will however be
very active with humanity on Earth (and in the healing sectors of the Mansion Worlds) from the
Celestial spheres after their physical deaths.
And the devil rising again, means just all our evilness and yuk, not actually Satan
coming up out of the hells or wherever he has been ‘chained up’ for a time?
M: No, nothing like that James, it’s as you say, all the evilness, all the ‘devil’ and all the ‘Satan’ and
‘Lucifer’ people have in themselves – all their negative state. The likes of – the personalities of, the
spirits of: the Lucifer’s, Satan’s, Caligastia’s and Daligastia’s, will never again be able to unlovingly
influence humanity, that’s all over now. These spirits are imprisoned – detained – on a detention
world until the end of the Rebellion when their fate shall be decided.
And all the stuff about the great earthquake and the city crumbling?
All symbolic James, it can be interpreted along the lines of what I’ve said. Cities will also crumble
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because of the Earth changes, however that’s not what this part of revelation is specifically referring
to.
Revelation 12:1–17
M: This is all symbolically referring to the time when the Divine Love is withdrawn along with the
Avonal pair, who will stop working with humanity from spirit, their work having been completed at
the end of their spiritual age. The woman is symbolic of humanity – and the mother, the true
mother, the mother no longer of sin and evil and giving birth to a perfect child, this child being
symbolically represented by being a great leader, as will be all such perfect children that are
conceived on Earth to parents who have completed their healing and are no longer of evil. And
the raging war in Heaven will just be the symbolic thrashing about as humanity strives to make its
choice once and for all: to work to completely end its evilness, or to carry on with it. And really
humanity will be choosing to: either live the way of Jesus and myself – the way of the truth –; or to
remain with its back to us, forevermore living in darkness, doomed to whatever the Mother and
Father would have in store for such a rebellious child. However it will be the loving and true
influence of the Avonal pair and their ministering Spirits of Truth that will underpin humanity with
truth, encouraging and helping it to choose not to remain rejecting its Heavenly Parents. And to
return to the fold – which it will do, by everyone doing their healing. And not because it has to do what
its told, being an obedient child, accepting its punishment with grace because its been naughty; no,
because it, of its own choosing, wants to; because it no longer wants to exist feeling unloved and in
the pain of self-rejection.
And just to confirm Mary, this all refers to the end of the next spiritual age, which you say is to last
one thousand years?
M: Yes.
As I was reading it Mary, I thought the woman referred specifically to the Avonal Daughter (the
Avonal Pair really but with the emphasis on the woman), and how the evil ones (dragon) of
humanity are waiting to destroy all the truth she would reveal, but she is protected from them by the
Father and Mother whilst she carries out her public work consisting of ‘a thousand two hundred and
threescore days’. But then it all got too much for me and I couldn’t go on. Mary, what would you say
to my pathetic interpretation attempt?
M: That you’re entitled to your opinions James. And I’m sure if you tried you could keep going
working it to suit how you feel about it and how you might make sense of it.
Possibly, but I no longer want to get into any of that – making things up for myself. So I’m
content to stay out of it and just see what you say. Are you making it up for yourself Mary?
M: And that I will leave up to you to decide for yourself James.
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Hmm, I thought you’d say something like that. And Mary, it just popped into my mind, that really
it all hinges on the Avonal pair coming, and that without them, humanity would remain lost to evil
forever.
M: Yes James. Which might help you understand just how significant they are. They being able to
show you the way out of your evilness, something even Jesus and I couldn’t do for you. So yes,
they are rather important to say the least.

Revelation 13:1–18
M: This is more symbolic outworking of this time we’ve been talking about; as I said, of when
humanity has to wrestle on a collective psychic (deep inner psychological) level and decide whether
or not it does really want to give up being evil.
It has nothing to do with the End Times now?
M: No. The end times now are all to do with the end of Jesus’ and my age. This is all to do with
the end of the Avonal’s age. The end times now are all about the final rejection of Jesus and myself
– the final rejection of the truth by humanity, the final outworking of Jesus being nailed to the cross.
So humanity’s complete submission to evil. (Submission to the Rebellion by Default, re: The
Urantia Book.) The Avonal’s ‘end time’ is about the final rejection of evil by humanity that does
want to heal itself. The beginning of its rejection of evil starting with the Avonal’s public coming
out into the world and the beginning of their spiritual age – the liberation of their Spirits of Truth.
So it will be quite and extraordinary one thousand years?
M: To say the least!
How could John see such scary beasts and remain sane; god, if I had dreams or vision like these
things, I think I would have to be admitted to the clinic.
M: Different minds James and different ways of perceiving things. Such visions are more true to
the minds of such people during Jesus’ and my time on Earth. Although some people still have
such tormented minds now, being added to by all the drugs people take and scary images they are
subjected to through their forming years.
Was John tormented by his visions?
M: No because he was told the message behind them, told in such a way that he could relate to
them, thereby holding onto his sanity. He was glad he wasn’t going to be alive in the future he was
seeing.
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Revelation 14:1–20
M: This is more of the same. The 144,000 standing symbolically with Jesus looking over humanity
who is choosing to be prefect, as these brothers and sisters of humanity (the 144,000) are perfect.
And this is all symbolic James. And those who stand against the truth wanting to remain evil can
know what to expect; and those choosing the way of their feelings, light and truth, will be lifted up.
And it is all so dramatic, poetic in a way, because really it is, it’s no small thing, it’s the culmination of
humanity’s Rebellion and Default. So on these inner levels it’s a huge thing, it’s the end of the
Rebellion, the true end of evil on Urantia, even though it will still take aeons to work through to
completion. So the age of the Avonals is to give humanity a taste of what can be done, shown that
there is a way out, and people can successfully choose it. This all being as I said, the ending of the
Rebellion. Jesus and I sowed the seeds of it; through the Avonal’s age those seeds will be
germinating and sprouting; then they will grow and mature into perfection as humanity progresses
with its healing, attaining a state of perfect natural love when there will be no more evil; then being
ready for the Divine Love to be rebestowed, it having been withdrawn again for a season at the end
of the Avonal Age.

Revelation 15:1–8
M: More symbology saying humanity is choosing the end to its evilness, that being represented by
the plagues.
And the mark of the beast, what is that Mary?
M: It’s simply those people who are evil, as you all are; you’re all currently living with the mark of
the beast engraved – or rather, seared – on your souls. And it’s not until you’ve completed your
healing that it will be removed forevermore.
Mary, when you say this will all be done on the psychic levels, humanity choosing to end its evilness,
what do you mean by that?
M: There will be a lot going on concerning the psychological level of life, understanding more how
one’s beliefs, one’s mind, controls one’s actions and feelings when living untrue to oneself – a lot of
what you and Marion have been wrestling with of late in your healing. So there will be lots of
discussion, lots of different groups living different levels of their healing; many people believing
wrongly that they have fully healed themselves and so setting off on tangents; other people saying
it’s all nonsense; and other people striving to do it all; and others who have done it all, so collectively
humanity will be deciding where it stands in it all. It’s all technical James, but still carried out within
each individual, and it will all be to do with deciding whether or not to stay as humanity is – evil or
not. Each person will in a way be asked that question by their own soul. Currently the net or
technical choice humanity is living is full denial of one’s feelings, being as fully evil as it can be as we
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come to the close of Jesus’ and my age. There is complete agreement on inner psychic levels about
this. You and Marion are the only ones who are bucking the system. There are a few other people
who are considering all you’ve said, and are working on themselves a little, but still not enough to
dent the overall collective that is united in its march toward oblivion, to completely expressing, or
outworking, its evilness as much as it can as defined by the parameters of the Rebellion and Default.
Humanity has taken all Jesus and I have revealed and is applying it all to their evilness (the latest big
step in this being people actively longing for and receiving the Divine Love from God, having read
they can do it in the Padgett Messages, yet those people still refusing to do their healing and live
true). Humanity collectively is not making any effort to redeem, save or heal itself, despite what the
Christian’s, New Agers and other religions and spiritual systems believe; and nor are those people
who are looking for psychological help in healing their pain and trauma, making a concerted effort
to rid themselves of all their evilness. Such people may do some feeling-healing work, enough to
stop their immediate pain, yet all so they can then get on with living untrue to themselves, by feeling
happier about being evil. They are not doing such psychological healing work with the intention of
living true and ending their evilness.
I doubt they’d even know they are evil.
M: That’s right James, whereas by the end of the next age a lot of people will understand that, and
will be working to accept it through their healing. And the 144,000 will have demonstrated that one
can fully heal themselves, being the examples for others to follow. The whole age will really be the
real fight between the darkness and light, the good and the bad, evil and love, the negative untrue
mind verses true feelings. But as I said, all being done on inner levels, with it all coming to a head
at the end of the Avonal age.
So currently we’re rushing headlong into oblivion, as you say?
M: Yes, you’re taking all you can to use against yourself, to continue to push your feeling-denial, the
denial of your true self, as far and as fast as you can. And that headlong rush is also coming to a
head – a dead end, and it will all crash as it has to, then setting the scene for the next age, one that
will be more about the self, and one’s quality of life, rather than just a material extravaganza and
vain over indulgence.
And as you say Mary, none of this part of Revelation is about what’s going to happen now during
the End Times. Those Christians will be disappointed having worked so hard on trying to work out
what’s going to happen.
M: All to make them feel bad…
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Soulmate Pair

Spirit

Person

Mind

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate) and
is created by our Heavenly Parents. Through
our Feeling Healing we perfect ourselves
enabling the union with our soulmate, as we
progress in truth up through the Mansion
Worlds, celestial heavens and all the way to
Paradise.

Angel

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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So really, so far as the spiritual wellbeing of the future souls of humanity are concerned, the most
important time is at the end of the Avonal’s spiritual age, and not now.
M: That’s right. Now is to bring it all to a head, and for much of what humanity has created to
crash, a huge blow to mankind’s ego. And for the New Way, the real way of personal salvation to be
revealed. But the real crux of the matter is when Satan’s chains are loosed again (when the Divine
Love will be withdrawn) and humanity is faced with having to decide once and for all if it wants to
continue on in its evil way or finally give up being unloving. It’s the addicted user having to face his
nemesis (himself – the hidden pain of his Childhood Repression) and decide to keep going and do
the hard work of recovery. This being what everyone is to face in their own personal lives. You all
have to choose at some point James whether or not you wish to remain evil or heal yourselves of it.
And you will remember James you had to choose, and then keep choosing as you’ve progressed
through your healing – and you’re still choosing. For that’s also what one’s healing is about, at every
step having to choose as to whether or not you want to keep going: do you want to embrace and
fully accept this next bad feeling, express it and long for its truth; or is it all too hard, you can’t really
be bothered, you throw in the towel, you defer it until some other time in the future, or you give up
altogether.
Yes Mary, it is like that, and as you say, all the way along, at every step. And fuck it’s hard work.
And so many times I’ve wanted to chuck it all in, but then what... go back to how I was, denying
myself all my bad feelings and living untrue. I wasn’t happy back then, so there’s no point going
back or giving up, I have to push on. But it’s all good, that much I feel because it’s all so incredible,
actually my taking on the full responsibility of healing myself of being evil.
But fuck Mary, so many bad feelings, and it going on for so long, every day now Marion and I can
hardly drag ourselves along, our bodies are in so much pain, our spirits are in so much pain, our
souls feel fucked, and it only seems like it will get worse the truer we get to our being in our untrue
states. (And it sure has as I re-read this some years later.)
M: Yes James, it will get worse, it has to, for you to become as adults all that you were as children,
all that you’ve tried to hide and not take responsibility for. But there is an end to it, and one day it
will come, and then you will know that all your pain has been expressed out of you.
Reading over what you’ve just said Mary, I can equate to all that’s happening to humanity to what
happened to myself. I came to a head in feeling that I couldn’t go on as I was. Having longed for
and received the Divine Love for a couple of years and having believed it would rid me of my sins
and being evil; it would somehow magically transform my soul into being perfect, my emotional life
fell in a hole. I spiralled down into depression and despair, nothing was working. I had a sort of
mini-breakdown, with everything being so dark and the only light on the horizon being Marion
who’d just come into my life. I felt so demented by everything, nothing working how I wanted it to,
my life just grinding to a halt. It was supposed to finally take off, I’d found the truth in the Padgett
Messages and The Urantia Book, I was meant to get on with my ascension of truth, not fall down a
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hole feeling so pathetic that I couldn’t go on.
M: You were called on your bluff, falseness and pretence James. Your soul served it up to you, as
your grandmother might have said. It said, no, that way is still all the wrong way, and as you were
truly longing to live true, the pressure brought to bear broke your mind, all so you’d collapse being
forced to admit that you didn’t know. That you weren’t god who knew everything and what was
best for you, that you didn’t know anything after all, and that you had to even ask for help. So you
called out – do you remember? – begging the Mother and Father to help you see the truth They
wanted you to see. That being your End Time. And from there your healing can be equated to
your living through the 1,000 years of peace, as indeed you are bringing peace to your soul as you
progress through your healing. And at the end of your healing, as you can imagine, your soul will
offer you one last time, the choice of whether or not you wish to remain evil: to throw in all the
good work you’ve done on yourself and return to your old pre-healing ways; or whether you do
truly want to complete your healing, moving on to becoming of a positive mind and will – entering
the Celestial level of truth whilst still of flesh. Because your healing will end before you die.
So it is our choice of will all the way along?
M: Yes, just as it was every step you took through your forming years in becoming untrue. You
can’t of course remember taking such steps and making such decisions, but on the will level you did.
And you’ve kept making them ever since (up until you began your healing), choosing to stay in your
negative state, refusing to acknowledge all your bad feelings. Still pretending that you knew what
was best for yourself, that you knew better than God.
In my control that remains, I can see and even feel how I still believe I know better than God, that I
am god.
M: Yes, for how can it be any other way when you are evil! That being what evil is all about – you
being god instead of God being God.
Revelation 16:1–21
M: Now here is where the revelation switches back to the present, this referring to what’s to come
with the end of Jesus’ and my age.
And who or what is the false prophet?
M: There is going to be another antichrist and another ‘great prophet’, both who will be seen to be
helping humanity, however it will all be to further humanity’s feeling-denial. As to whether he is
false or not will be seen by those people who can read between the lines of what is said; and if they
see he is only providing yet another way for people to deny themselves their true feelings, then they
will know not to listen to him. It will all be very obvious to you James, but not so for those people
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who don’t even understand that all of humanity is evil, for those people who are still wanting to say:
they are evil, and we are not, they are the bad ones and we are the good ones. When you understand
and fully embrace you are all bad, then what does it really matter?
And Armageddon?
M: As it’s talked about, so it will come to pass. Not perhaps in the sequence those people who’ve
studied scripture prophecy might think it will, but they won’t be disappointed. Where they will be
disappointed, however, is in Jesus not coming back for them. Many such ‘believers’ will of course
die and move into their relevant Christian sector in the mind Mansion Worlds, there to keep waiting
for Jesus’ return, but still he won’t come. And the years will tick by, and they will doggedly wait, just
as those people who will become spirits will wait for their next physical life to happen believing they
will be reincarnated. And they will all wait, and wait a long time... and then one day... they will start
to question... and then have to start wondering whether or not they have actually been going down
the right road... and they will still wait... looking for the signs... and they will think they see them...
and the ages will come and go... and less and less people and spirits will be wanting to believe what
they believe... and increasingly they will feel more alone... and they will still wait... and wait... until
conceivably they will be the last person/spirit waiting... and then, finally, they will have to admit that
they were wrong. And oh dear, what a long wait it will be. But one day James, the last person and
spirit will submit to the leadings of his soul, he will decide he is not God, that he doesn’t know
what’s best for himself, that he can’t control his reality, and will submit to his bad feelings, and
embrace the doing of his healing. One day, there will be the last man to complete his healing.
I notice you are stressing ‘man’ Mary.
M: Yes. You can blame it all on a woman – Eve – who started it all (even though she didn’t), but it
will be men who’ll resist such change the most, who’ll cling onto their evilness not wanting to admit
they don’t know, that they are not in control, that they are not God.
So Mary, it really is going to take many ages for humanity to heal itself. Won’t people get the idea
by seeing those people who do heal themselves and understand that’s the way to go; and so, woosh,
off it goes with everyone wanting to end their pain?
M: No James, because as you’ve seen for yourself, something you’ve grappled with over your
healing years, for those people who feel in control, powerful and even happy and loved within their
wrongness, there is no incentive for them to do their healing as they don’t feel or think they have
anything to heal. And it’s even harder for those high sixth world mind spirits who are so successful
at controlling all their feelings with their minds, so never allowing themselves to feel their true bad
feelings that are still buried deep within their souls. So a lot of people and spirits will not see they
have anything to gain by doing their healing, believing they are healed, or that there is nothing
wrong with them, so nothing to heal. And the further humanity progresses in its healing, the
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harder it will become for those people and spirits still in their evilness but who feel they are good,
right and true, loved and happy, to admit they are not as they believe they are. Right now, and
during the years soon to come, humanity will be easily able to see and feel that it’s in a very bad way,
with even those people who feel relatively good and loved still feeling they have things wrong with
them, and still knowing they are not as good and happy and loving as they could be. It’s much
easier now for people to embrace the doing of their healing because it’s so easy for you to feel so
bad, and getting harder to hide such bad feelings with the pressures I’ve been talking about being
brought to bear on you. But those pressures from within and without will ease up in the ages ahead
as increasingly more people work on themselves and change how things are done, making things be
done with more feeling and genuine true love. So for those people who feel relatively happy in their
negative states, it will become increasingly harder to feel bad as there will be less pressure to bear on
them from the outside, so it will be easier for them to keep up their pretence of feeling good, happy
and loved.
And those people who do their healing will of course not interfere with such negative people,
they will leave them alone and to remain in their falseness as long as they wish, just as you don’t go
around telling people they are false James, you not even talking about all you’re going through and
all what it’s about to anyone anymore. So that’s how it will be, and those who wish to remain evil
will be left to be so, but being in an increasingly diminishing sphere of influence; and with less and
less of them, until one day there will be the last man on Earth who is evil; and then later still, the
last man – spirit, in the mind Mansion Worlds – who is evil. And when that last soul finally heals
himself attaining Celestial perfection, that will be a great day of celebration for humanity, one no
doubt rejoiced right the way through Creation wherever humanity from Urantia is. Jesus and I are
certainly looking forward to it.
I think it’s all a bit beyond me Mary, yet another of those things like trying to imagine that I might
actually come to the end of my healing. I just can’t see it happening. It sounds nice, it’s certainly a
good picture, but I think for now I’ll just keep trying to stay focused on my own bad feelings.

Revelation 17:1–18
M: And here we have – of course, for isn’t it always so – that the woman is to blame, she is behind
it all, she in the person, the cities, the society, the nations; she, the whole world, is to blame for all
that is wrong. And men will fight men and subdue women again, and women will fight for their
freedom which they believe they have but don’t have at all; and it’s all just more of the same as it’s
been, all coming to a head, all because humanity persists in denying not only Jesus, but myself,
myself being the Universal Woman of Truth. And it won’t be until the true woman is allowed to be,
the women who are allowed and encouraged to live true to their feelings, that humanity will start to
set itself free. But in the meantime, the false liberation women believe what they have will continue
to serve the interests of the men. There will be made powerful women behind the scenes and even
in the top positions of power, and in the families, but still all they will be doing is perpetuating the
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Rebellion, doing nothing to actually help the true woman surface, the woman who wants to do
nothing else other than live completely true to all she feels, just as Marion is attempting to do.
And is the bad woman, the city of Rome, that sits on the seven hills (mountains); and the evil one
the Catholic Church that will be destroyed?
M: Yes James, and the kings are all the main Christian religions that will be eventually torn apart,
and who unbeknownst to them, are at war with Jesus. The Christian religions are the most
damaging, the most corrupt, the most evil and untrue of the religions and spiritual systems, all
because they outrightly deny Jesus and the truths he taught whilst pertaining to love, revere, worship,
adore and follow him. They believe they are living as Jesus wanted and said one must live, but they
are doing the very opposite. All the other religions and spiritual systems are also wrong of course,
all denying the truths Jesus revealed, but they don’t at least purport to be follows of him. So it’s the
Christian churches that are really the greatest stumbling blocks to humanity’s forward spiritual
progression. Once they lose their power, and once there are more people seeking the truth through
their feelings, then all the other wayward religions and spiritual systems will wither away. Nothing
within the negative condition will ever be able to have the power the Christian churches have,
because of the problem with the Spirit of Truth of Jesus being incorporated in many of the hearts
of those sincere believers and followers of Jesus. The problem being, such sincere-of-heart people
who do want the truth and really do want to follow Jesus, believe that can only happen through the
Church, and see any other way for it to happen (such as what we are telling you about the Healing)
as wrong and will mislead them, taking them away from Jesus and into the clutches of Satan and the
Devil. But were such people able to understand that one can follow and love and strive to be as
Jesus and indeed myself are, all being done WITHOUT any involvement in the Church; all being
done through one’s own feelings and without any middleman, then they’d be able to leave the
Church and really put their will where their feelings and heart is.
What about Islam Mary, which seems to be growing and spreading very rapidly. Won’t it take over
if the Christian churches give up some of their power?
M: It will fight for supremacy, but the Christians will keep it under control, even in their weakening
state. And once the women of Islam understand there is another way, that being through their
feelings, that they can seek liberation and freedom of soul and self-expression free of their
controlling and unloving faith, they will leave their religion in droves, with the men being left to it.
The Islamic woman is growing daily in strength around the world, like a great sleeping force slowly
awakening, and in the end she will be the ruination of the Faith, because the men won’t be able to
keep such women in their places as they’ve been able to do for so many long dark centuries. And
even though women might feel secure and even powerful in their place within such an anti-woman
system, they see the freedom and equality of other non-muslim women and deep inside them they
know that one day their time will come. And when it does, and they unite in their true sisterhood
of feelings and living true to those feelings, then you will see great change come to the world.
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Revelation 18:1–24
M: This is more about denouncing the woman. I know it’s tempting to try and assign real places
and countries to such things as Babylon, but I’m not going to do that. And so it can be said by
those seeking such power and control: it’s the woman who is really all that you are, all your material
progress can be likened to the woman, she has nurtured it all, and she is the evil one, the bad one,
she is rotten to the core; and she is the mother, the mother to all children, the one who bears the
innocent into evil, the one who through her own power corrupts and tortures her own child, all
whilst declaring and believing she is all-loving and loving her child. All, of course, fully supported
by the men. The men are in the real power seats, the women only a product of their male fantasies,
with women being completely lost to their feeling-denial, and completely at a loss as to what to do
about it.
So women really hold the key to humanity’s future, they being closer and more attuned to their
feelings, if allowed and encouraged to be?
M: Yes, and they’ll have to support and encourage and allow each other without relying on being
told by the men they can do it, without needing the men to give them their blessing or permission to
live true to their feelings. Some men of course will support their partners who will lead them deep
into themselves through their feelings, but for the most part, most men will resist and refuse to go
along with ‘all this feelings stuff ’. And so women will have to band together and support and
encourage each other through their healing. And many women won’t find suitable male partners
until they move into the Healing Mansion Worlds, but that can’t be helped. If women – if anyone –
were to feel they wanted to embark on doing their healing, then that is what they should do, even as
terrifying as it might seem. By starting with such feelings of being scared to undertake such an
extreme way of life, as it will confront all relationships with most of them failing once having the
light of truth shone on them.
As you understand James, women are the true spiritual leaders because they are as you said are
closer to and more in touch with their feelings. And when they finally allow themselves to express
all the pain they feel, without any other objective other than striving to live true to their feelings,
then they will understand the true power they hold within themselves, and not the false ‘trying to be
as the men are’ power that is seen so much in their current women’s liberation. If a woman is truly
wanting to liberate herself, truly wanting to set herself free, and be as I am – true and perfect, then
she will need to do her healing, as I have been saying it can be done. And until that happens James,
nothing will change on the soul level of humanity. Men might do their healing and even talk about
it and teach that it needs to be done, but until women start to do it, and the men willingly follow and
fully support them, nothing will come of it.
Women will need to learn to nurture themselves by allowing themselves to feel all their feelings,
and particularly all their bad ones. And as they do this, expressing such feelings to uncover their
truth, so they will then treat their children in the same way, so easing their control over their
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children. And such freer children will grow up being less evil to their children, and so humanity will
grow and evolve in truth out of its negative mind and will. And it can’t be any other way, the
women first, supported by their men. The women have to be first, being the bearers of children –
the bearers of new life – the bearers of new feelings being expressed in Creation. And with the
women living true to their feelings, then they will be able to help men live true to theirs – you and
Marion being the perfect example.
You have allowed Marion to tell and show you what she’s needed, how she’s needed you to be so
as to provide her with the necessary support she’s required to fully embrace, honour, accept and
express all her feelings. You’ve resisted her, but not fought her, backing down when it counts and
allowing her – even supporting her in your damaged way – to get on with it, to be free to bring up all
the bad stuff that’s within her. And you’ve allowed her to guide you deeper into yourself, and
you’ve progressively got better at understanding that her feelings are herself (that your feelings are
yourself); and that if you want to love her, then you must allow her to have all her feelings, to be
always free to express them, as she allows herself to, as she endeavours to love herself.
And so she has taken you both down into the depths of hell, down into your darkness, and
you’ve gone along with her (kicking and screaming) in it all. And it’s been harrowing because such
deeply repressed bad feelings are harrowing and very traumatic to have trapped within you from
when you first suffered them... and then to have to give them the life they deserve… so you can.
uncover the truth of them…
And as she’s progressed in becoming truer to herself through her ongoing feeling acceptance, so
you’ve learnt from her how to do it yourself, which has helped you no end in your self-acceptance
and growing true self-love, and in your spiritual growth of truth.
Yes Mary, it is as you say, that’s how it’s been. That’s how it still is. I’m still trying to come up out
of my self-rejection to be an equal in our relationship, as Marion keeps pointing out that I need to
do. But all that side of me has been so severely damaged that it will take a long time before I can
relate equally and truly with her. So in the meantime, I am giving up trying, instead just being truer
to how fucked and untrue I am.
M: And it’s all very good James, good for both of you, as you’re steadily making your way along.
And Jesus and I are looking forward to the time when other couples and people start to do the same
thing for each other as they strive to live true to their feelings.

Revelation 19:1–21
M: This says in a round about way, that the new order of things will in fact be more beneficial to
everyone, the woman having been tamed once again, the men reasserting their power over that little
disruption, outburst, tantrum and emotional upheaval; and so things can settle down with all those
in the power positions once again rejoicing in their happiness of regaining power and having
everything under control, their plans all having worked out nicely in the end.
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Yet it won’t be like that Mary?
M: No James, it won’t be like that. It won’t be like anyone thinks it will be like. And all because no
one has the eyes to see and the ears to hear, as no one on Earth has as yet finished their healing.
So I suppose the Christians would get from this that their way is correct, the true way, the way of
Jesus being God?
M: Yes, and that they will be vindicated, it wasn’t all their fault, they were the good ones, they were
the righteous ones, and their faith will be rewarded; yet it’s all fantasy, nothing more than wishful
thinking, for such people and mind spirits are just as evil as everyone else.
Revelation 20:1–15
M: And it’s all good, peace will reign for a 1,000 years, that naughty Satan having been thrown
chained in the hole; meaning, we’ve quietened down those naughty bad feelings, all the woman’s
upheaval, and now that’s all finally over, we can get on with implementing our new more peaceful
way of life, finally the New World Order. It’s all a sham James, however that won’t concern those
people intent on doing their Feeling-Healing and Soul-Healing. But at least the New Order will
control things so there will be less war and everyone will seem to gain a better standard of life. But
as I said, it’s all a fantasy, and the cracks will be there for those to see who want to see, and the truth
will be that not everyone will feel deliciously happy with their lot, and many will be in great pain as
they continue to live untrue to themselves. You see James, the way it is now is all going to
dramatically change, and off humanity will go on a new tack, one that on the surface will seem more
loving, kind and considerate to all, more like how the mind spirits are with each other, however it
will only be a lie, just another expression of ones self- and feeling-denial. But as I said, there will be
people looking to reject it all and live true to their feelings, and for these people they will be living
the true New Way, and a way of true love and peace, all within the untruth and continuance of evil.
And Satan being loosed for a little while refers to what you said happening at the end of the Avonal’s
age when the Divine Love is withdrawn and humanity will have to choose as to whether it goes
Satan’s way (continues on with the Rebellion) or the way of its feelings and the truth.
M: Yes.
And it speaks of yet more war with Gog and Magog being influenced by Satan who has been
loosed.
M: All symbolic James. The last of the great wars is to be fought shortly. All the fighting at the
end of the next age will be on the inner or psychic levels, as we’ve discussed.
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And the second death could refer to the withdrawing of the Divine Love?
M: Yes. Also the second time Satan representing sin and evil has been disposed of. The first with
Jesus and my coming; the second with the Avonals, being completed at the end of their age. And
it’s all on a symbolic level as I’ve told you, because Satan will remain detained on the prison world
and won’t be getting out for one last go at it.
And the mark of the beast on the forehead and hand, what does that refer to Mary?
M: It means all those people who were not deemed fit to survive as judged by the Earthly powers
that be. You see James, the unseen hierarchy that governs Earth is going to judge the remaining
humanity once the population has been lowered through the End Times. And people will be put
into categories, those supporting the regime and those not. But it won’t affect anyone who is intent
on doing their healing, such people will not be interfered with, unseen angelic forces will see to that.
And the division won’t be as imposing as so many people fear it will. It will for all intents and
purposes make sense and support those people who do want to just get on and live a good life, yet
still a good one within their evil state. It’s more about controlling criminal types and people who
might seek to disturb and disrupt the status quo, what are called terrorists and dissenters, as well as
those physically and mentally handicapped and disabled in a bad way.
And Mary, what about the part about those with the mark of the beast being resurrected after a
thousand years, that part all seems a bit muddled to me, as to which thousand years are they
referring to.
M: Don’t worry about it James, it’s been altered from the original and is meaningless. There will be
no such resurrection of those people, they will simply die and ‘wake up’ in the Mansion Worlds like
everyone does when they die. It infers that such bad people will wake up becoming good, but that’s
all been added, so it’s of no importance.
And people who do die and wake up in spirit, don’t wake up good having been healed of all their
badness.
M: No, you carry on as you are, nothing changes other than you waking up focused on and living in
a new world, an inner and higher spirit world – a Mansion World. However because of the spirit
light, and all the new good feelings people – as newly arrived spirits – have once they wake up, many
people – now spirits, wrongly believe they have been healed, that they are no longer a bad person
(spirit) and that their sins and errors have been forgiven, thereby getting on with a fresh mind
attitude. But it just means they’ve buried all their wrongness and wrongdoing to yet deeper levels
within themselves. All those people who become spirits moving to live in the mind Mansion
Worlds will remain evil. Currently as things are, you are evil until you attain the Celestial spheres by
doing your healing with the Divine Love, so by doing your soul-healing. However as Jesus and I
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have told you, with the beginning of the Avonal age, new sectors will be made available in all the
mind Mansion Worlds for those people (spirits) who want to do their feeling-healing without the
inclusion of Divine Love. So in time when spirits inhabit such levels within the Mansion Worlds
and who attain the upper sixth world levels, there will be such healed spirits of perfect natural love –
of a positive mind and will, sharing the Mansion World with those spirits still in complete denial of
their feelings and truth.
Revelation 21:1–27
M: Now we jump way into the future, well past the end of the Avonal’s age, back to when humanity
has completely healed itself and the ages of Light and Life can commence; and the Morontia
Temple descends to Earth opening the direct gateway to the Celestial spheres. This being the true
celebration that humanity has finally stepped out of the darkness and into the Light – forever. So
in a way saying there will be a new Earth (humanity), the old rebellious one gone forevermore, with
the new loving one bringing peace and joy to all on Earth, the beginning of the true and long
awaited real Golden Age, the seven ages of Light and Life (re: The Urantia Book). This is the time
when humanity comes of age, and it will be a vastly different humanity from what you are now
James. And people will live in complete harmony and at one with nature, and no creature shall be
killed, tortured and treated cruelly because no one will be doing such things to themselves by
denying so many of their feelings.
And everyone will be true and perfect, so there will be no lying, no abomination, no evilness, no
guile, no hatred and anger, just love and complete unconditional self-acceptance by everyone. And
it’s all written in the Lamb’s (Jesus and my) book of life, it all being the way of things as decreed and
brought about by our Heavenly Mother and Father. It all being the outworking of Jesus’ and my
roles on Earth and in our part of Creation. For in the end, all of Nebadon will be true, so all
settled in Light and Life. There will be by the time of our Universal Completion – the Universal
Golden Age. So no rebellion, no dissent, no default – no more sin and error. No more Rebellion,
no more Default; and as in your case on Earth: no more Rebellion by Default.
Revelation 22:1–20
M: This being the happy ending, and the time when Jesus and I will come again to Earth through
the Morontia Temple (re: The Urantia Book) on our rounds of planetary visits. And that will
complete the whole saga of humanity’s fall from grace. The Rebellion torn planet will be truly a
material and physical paradise, and heaven, as in the Morontia Temple, will have come to Earth.
And all of you poor and wretched evil souls that are living untrue to yourselves will have completed
your healing, the Mansion Worlds being empty of evil spirits with no longer any need for them to
act as quarantine worlds. People will be mostly translating directly from Earth via the Temple to
Jerusem the capital city of the first Celestial sphere from where the Temple descended. The
Temple will always be light – day, with no night – with the clear river of love flowing from it. And
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the tree of life will be returned to Earth through it, and all will be good, happy and true.
A happy ending to the dark fairy-tale after all, Mary.
M: Yes James, always a happy ending – and aren’t they the best!
So that’s the gist of it James. And as for all the details contained within Revelation, I wouldn’t
concern yourself with them, they are too tampered with, trying to fit what was known in the past
into what John saw in the future.
Well thank you Mary, I’m more than happy with that. It was a lot easier than I thought it would be.
And I assure you I will not be trying to make anymore sense of it than what you’ve said. It’s all too
hard for me, I can’t make any sense of the symbology, even with what you’ve said. So I might copy
and paste all you’ve said below, so I can read it without the interference of Revelation and see how it
sits.
M: Very well. And as with all we tell you, you are free to do whatever you like with it. And as
you’re happy with what I’ve told you, so I will leave you now.
Speak to you soon, Mary M.

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas.
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Sunday, 29 December 2013
(I’m not going to cut and paste as I thought I would, instead I want to discuss other things that have
come into my mind this morning, Mary having finished her comments about Revelation last night.)
Mary, I know we’ve talked about it before, but it suddenly became very clear, that when the Divine
Love is withdrawn, for it to be re-bestowed on humanity, literally what has to happen, is that
presumably another Avonal pair would come and live a complete bestowal life, so as to liberate their
Spirits of Truth and the availability of obtaining the Divine Love again. An Avonal pair, coming on
a magisterial mission for example, wouldn’t be able to make the Divine Love available again, would
they? And so Earth would end up with three Paradise pair bestowals, something which according to
The Urantia Book would be very unusual indeed, if not impossible.
M: What you’re saying James is correct, it’s what’s so significant about a full bestowal life by such
Daughters and Sons. And as you also thought this morning, had the Divine Love not already been
made available by Jesus and myself, the Avonal pair currently here on their bestowal life would in
person and upon their deaths make it available, so humanity through their age would be entering
into one with the Divine Love available from then on.
And yes, highly irregular for three such high bestowals, however that’s how the Mother and Father
want it to be, so that’s how it will be, irrespective of what a book might or might not say. And as
The Urantia Book also states, it is ‘Jesus’ (and my) world’, and so it is subject to what we decide, so it
can exist out of the normal way of things. And everything to do with Urantia is abnormal simply
because it was in rebellion when Jesus and I came.
Yes, I understand. And Mary what you said about the Avonals bestowing the availability of
humanity obtaining the Divine Love had you and Jesus not come, is really not significant because
you and Jesus have come and already done it!
M: But it’s still a technical point, that humanity needs to fully understand the significance of what
this Avonal pair is really all about. It might not mean much to people now, who are so ignorant of
such things, but in humanity’s far future such things will be more fully understood and so
appreciated for what they are. And ideally such appreciation would already exist if you were not
rebellious, so with the arrival of such a High Pair, they would be wholeheartedly welcomed, the
whole world living in complete celebration for the duration of their lives as people understand that
by their coming to the world, the people themselves have reached the spiritual level enabling them to
long for and receive the very essence of their Heavenly Parents into their soul – Their Divine Love –
and the full impact of this. That such people can now ascend beyond the confines and limitations
of the Mansion Worlds, being able to step out into the Celestial spheres and begin their long awaited
ascension to Paradise. However, as you say James, all of that will be significantly downplayed because
as with Jesus’ and my coming, people didn’t understand any of the importance of who we were and
what we were really all about. And it will be the same with this Avonal pair. The majority of
people won’t understand the full significance of what they are all about, nor will they listen to what
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they have to say; and so like it was in our day, the pair will come and go and most people will be
none the wiser, still happy to continue living in their self-abusive negative states, still content to keep
feeling bad and suffering their childhood repression without knowing they can heal themselves of
it–
Or that they are even suffering it?
M: Yes. And it’s a sad loss for humanity, however it’s all part of the evilness, the truth denial, and
nothing can be done about it. And it’s part of the humility of the experience the Avonal pair will
undergo by feeling so unwanted by the people, rejected by them, and not free to enjoy the full love
and appreciation ordinarily afforded such a pair had they come to a perfect and positive minded
world.
And yet for the pair there are other things to be gained from this rather unorthodox life they’ll
live. Other compensations for them as they will come to understand, just as Jesus and I have
understood there have been for us by being so harshly rejected by humanity. We know what it feels
like to feel rejected and unloved by evil, as does this Avonal pair, as will everyone as they do their
healing, and that of itself affords one a deeper understanding and appreciation of self, love, nature
and even of God.
And humanity will mourn what they could have had, and they will see how they could have healed
themselves far quicker had they listened and understood, but they will also understand that they
couldn’t have been any other way than how they were, and so will have to deal with all those bad
feelings of feeling they’ve missed out – which they have.
And it’s all the same James as you and Marion feel concerning your lives and relationships with
your own parents, that you’ve missed out on being loved by them as they were incapable of doing
so, and you’ve mourned your loss, allowing yourself to grieve and be angry about it, accepting such
bad feelings, expressing them and uncovering their truth.
We have, and this morning I felt yet more anger about it all, about how much I’ve missed out on.
As I’ve healed I’ve come to see what my life could have been, had I been fully loved, wanted and
appreciated, and so that’s helped me see even more how much I’ve missed out on and how that’s
made me feel. Fucking angry Mary, it was pouring out of me again this morning, my anger at mum
and dad for being so ignorant and so self-absorbed and shut off to me and my feelings. All of
which has fucked me up no end, not allowing me to express myself truly and so fucking up any
chance of having a decent and good and loving relationship; so I can’t be happy, hating everything
and everyone, and feeling so hard done by and sad and sorry for myself.
M: All which is good James, all to be expressed, allowing yourself to feel as miserable as you do
about it all; and to keep going and see where such feelings lead you.
So Mary, one day way in the future when humanity is all healed and perfect in its natural love,
another Avonal pair will be bestowed again who will be fully loved, wanted and appreciated, who will
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be able to experience it all the right way around?
M: Yes, something humanity will have to look forward to. And then those people will be able to
live with the full joy of knowing that as they perfect their natural love, so too can they transform
their soul into becoming divine. Then the gateway to Paradise will be permanently open. But it’s
not for a long time James.
I understand. And so that completes our ‘Revelation’ Mary?
M: Almost James. There is a little more, but it’s not to be known now, so it will remain hidden.
But all in good time.
You mean as to the identity of who that future Avonal pair will be?
M: Yes. Speak to you soon James.
Thank you once again Mary, thank you for all you’ve done for me.

Tuesday, 31 December 2013
Mary, I was reading something said about the coming antichrist, that it might not actually be a
specific individual, but a consciousness or state of mind or being that humanity is in, one that I
could imagine fitting in with what you’ve been saying about how we’re reaching the peak of our
evilness as yours and Jesus’ age draws to a close.
M: Before you go on James, there will be an individual, it all has to be personal, so this person in
many ways will represent or be the full expression of the evilness of humanity. He will represent
and have at his disposal, all the traits that humanity expresses as being evil, and not just being like a
criminal, but all the so-called loving and caring expressions that so many people are currently living
but all within their negative state so all still being an expression of evil.
I see what you mean, so like someone who might even appear very noble, kind and caring, very open
minded, tolerant of all, even peaceful, but still sets about causing much death and destruction.
M: Yes. And it will be looking at his actions – and he will be a man, that much I can tell you about
him – that one will see the untruth he is living.
So a lot of people will think he’s doing a lot of good, when in fact he’s doing all he can to keep our
negative state going.
M: Yes. And the further he goes in his public life, the more people will begin to see that he’s not
all he seems to be. That in fact he has led people astray, it however being too late for them – for
anyone – to do anything about it.
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And how will the Avonal pair fit into all of this?
M: Humanity is to be given the choice of evil – untruth; or love – truth, as represented by such
individuals. The antichrist with his false prophet, a ‘couple’ of untruth; and the Avonal pair, a true
couple of truth. And both will be teaching very different beliefs and truths. And so it will be the
beginning of the choice humanity is to ultimately make at the end of the Avonal’s age. Does it
want to go the way of untruth, or of truth? That being the choice every person will make within
themselves, be it when on Earth or in the Mansion Worlds.
So what if both these couples can do miracles and wonders, it would be very hard for people to
choose between them if they both seem to be good.
M: True, however as I said, it will be in the actions of both. So in the anti-pair you will have most
people being able to relate to them, believing they are doing good and helping humanity out of its
problems, and yet their actions will belie their words being unloving; and then you will have the truepair, talking about things people will not understand, things that will confront everything they
believe, and yet their actions will be genuinely loving. So on the feelings level humanity will respond
to the love, but on the mental level where they are all caught up in their religious and spiritual beliefs,
they won’t know what to do. And so for those people wanting to go with their feelings, they’ll tend
to move the Avonals’ way, whereas those people stuck in their beliefs will get all caught up in yet
more conflicting ones, staying as they are in their negative states.
And so do you see James, it’s just what I’ve been saying all along: that if one wants to live true
then one is going to have to look to one’s feelings. If one wants to remain untrue and in one’s state
of feeling- and self-denial, then one will stay in the negative unloving control of one’s own mind.
And further: So people will choose to either do their healing and honour their feelings looking to
them to uncover the truth of themselves; or simply carry on bound up in their minds believing all
sorts of erroneous things deluding themselves they are being spiritual and advancing their soul.
And that’s going to be how it will be right the way through the next age, with gradually more
people looking to their feelings for the way out of their pain and mental confusion.
So Mary, will the antichrist pair and Avonal pair be public at the same time?
M: I can’t as yet tell you that James. But in time you’ll know and see for yourself anyway.
And Mary, what if all you tell me is wrong and none of this happens. And what if you’re not even
Mary Magdalene and just a mind spirit making all of this up for me.
M: As we’ve talked before James, it doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter whether or not all I say comes
to pass, it only matters what you feel. And it’s what you James keep coming back to and can’t deny:
that as you work your way through your feeling-healing and soul- healing as I’ve said one must do,
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you are growing and changing in truth – you can feel that within yourself. And it’s the only thing
that is giving you the direct experience of advancing your soul and healing yourself of your evilness.
You are giving up your negative controlling beliefs, and everyday you know you are because of your
healing experiences; and all as you express your bad feelings to Marion, as you both discuss all you
think and feel about them, and as the truth comes to light. And the truth comes, that you can’t
deny. So even if all I say is wrong, you still won’t stop looking to your feelings for their truth, this
being your spiritual growth.
No I won’t, I can’t stop it – I don’t want to stop it. And even though I feel shit most of the time,
still as you say, I am changing so much, and every day I am letting go more of my wrong beliefs, and
my unloving and rejecting behaviour is going.
M: And if nothing I say comes to pass, then as I said before, that surely should make you feel
something, and so you know what to do with such feelings. It’s not even about whether or not I or
Jesus or even yourself, or the Avonal pair or anyone else is right or wrong, because it’s only ever
ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR FEELINGS – HOW YOU ARE FEELING RIGHT NOW
IN THIS FEELING-MOMENT; AND WHAT THAT LEADS YOU TO UNDERSTAND
ABOUT YOURSELF, YOUR SOULMATE, NATURE AND YOUR HEAVENLY MOTHER
AND FATHER. That’s all that’s important, nothing else, as Marion will tell you.
Yes I know, and she does tell me that every day. And I know that all I write, the picture I am
presenting, really is neither here nor there because as you say, all one needs to do is honour and
express and seek the truth of one’s feelings, and the truth they need to see will come to them. But
at times I still do wonder about it all, if I’m not just somehow making it all up.
M: And so all that’s then needed are the guiding and supporting Spirits of Truth, which will then
help each person assimilate their truth in such a way so as to follow the Avonals and Jesus and
myself. And by doing that, the ascending mortal soul will ascend out of the confines of the
Mansion Worlds, Nebadon, and move out into the greater universe toward Paradise.
So getting back to the antichrist. As you say, he will be the expression of our most evilness, but can
you expand on what you were saying, saying that he won’t just be going around chopping the heads
of those people that don’t agree with him.
M: No James, all more subtle than that, but still achieving the same goal. The whole evil system
that people are talking about, the elite that want to control the whole world, the unseen ones who
are controlling everything, it’s all there, all the signs, all their actions, all said to be caring with the
common man in mind, yet all designed to turn him into nothing more than a slave. This being how
the Lucifer’s were. They presented the doctrine of Freedom and Liberation, the same one the
antichrist will be expounding, and it will sound good, but it will be insidiously evil, just as the
Lucifer’s and Satan’s were. Whereas the Avonal pair will be talking about the truth, disagreeing with
most of what the antichrist says, because they will be disagreeing with the Lucifer’s and Satan’s. And
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they will be able to tell those people who do sincerely want to uncover the truth of themselves, how
it’s all only false freedom and liberation, just as some in the feminist movement now understand
about feminism as it not being all it's made out to be. That just being equal with men is not true
freedom, that in fact there is something more, something deeper, and that is their feelings. This
being what women are still to understand. But it’s coming, and once it does, then humanity will
have turned the corner, it being all more subtle than just going to war and overpowering your
enemies – the man’s way.
Yes, well thank you again Mary, there’s a lot there in what you’ve said. I’ll think about it more and
come back to you if anything further occurs to me that I want to ask you about.
M: I’ll be here James – always a pleasure to speak with you. Mary M.

Wednesday, 1 January 2014
Mary, if you wouldn’t mind, can you please tell me more about how humanity is expressing its
evilness at this time being at the end of yours and Jesus’ age?
M: Yes James. You see humanity was subjected to the likes of the Lucifer’s, Mr and Mrs Lucifer if
you like – it NOT just being Lucifer himself, and together they enforced their untrue way of seeing
things on all people, all tribes of humanity, soon after they rebelled against Jesus and myself.
And so humanity, being like a young child, nothing more than a baby really in the sense of its
spiritual growth, had no option than to take on what its false parents (The Lucifer’s) were subjecting
it to.
You and Jesus being our true parents, in the local universal sense of things.
M: Yes, your true spiritual parents in this part of Creation, we who are your true custodians on the
matters of truth, who are then guiding you to your true soul parents – your Mother and Father.
So continuing this analogy of humanity being nothing more than an infant, just as it is with you
all being conceived into the universe of your own parents, it has continued to grow up being
subjected to such evilness through its forming years, then maturing further taking on such negative
ways in the misguided belief that it’s right, as you see with children after seven years old to puberty
taking on their parents' wrongness yet believing they are doing the right thing. Then from puberty
on, this being symbolised by Jesus’ and my coming, humanity has moved to becoming an adult, a
young one, yet nevertheless one that determines its own way in life. And so this is where you
currently are. You’ve progressed through Jesus’ and my age through your twenties and are now
arriving at your late twenties and early thirties, what’s commonly called in astrology as your Saturn
Return. And this time, as it was for you James (and Marion), was a major turning point in your lives
because all you believed life to be, all that you thought was right, was challenged, and instead of
doing what a lot of people do during this time and put their heads down, asserting their will and
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ploughing on trying to keep everything going their way and as they want it, you, lacking such will
and self-confidence and power to do such a thing, submitted to the leadings of your soul, allowing
yourself to be guided into other areas of life, and so into all the spiritual truth you’ve lived. And so
this is what is going to happen to humanity. You could say it’s now reaching its Saturn Return, and
all its values, beliefs and behaviours are going to be challenged. And it’s going to be a very testing
time, this lasting right through the next spiritual age. And so then by the end of it, just as
happened for you and Marion, it will come out the other side deciding on a new course of life, that
being to heal itself of being evil, and to do its healing. This then taking it, as it’s taken you and
Marion, on through your thirties, forties and fifties and Marion into her sixties. And at some point
you will, as will humanity in the far distant future, heal yourselves, then move into the twilight of
your life living a true and perfect expression of the truth you’ve gained through your healing. This
time being the equivalent for humanity of its years and ages of Light and Life. Just as you and
Marion in your ways will live your last years on Earth, having healed yourselves, in light and life –
your golden years.
So going back to your question, through the two thousand years of Jesus’ and my age, humanity
has evolved its evilness to its late twenties, to where it now is, and it is starting to question whether
or not how its living is good for its soul. And I think you know the answer to that. But
unfortunately, not everyone does, and so there are going to be harsh times that will put enough
pressure on humanity for it to realise that it’s not in control, it doesn’t have the power it thought it
did to control its universe, and that there is another greater power in control, and really it can’t
defeat this power, and can only submit to it should it want to ever gain any peace of mind. And
those people who will give up and let go and seek to look to themselves, and then to themselves
through their feelings, will find such peace. And those people who want to keep battling on will be
continually coming up against the great universal forces that demand all things be perfect and of
love. So less and less with their evilness be as effective as it was, and more and more will they find
their way of no love making them feel bad.
So in this scenario humanity has brought itself to as far as it can go in its self- and feeling-denial,
but it has to see this for itself, hence the need for the tough times that are fast approaching.
Yes, well that paints a good picture, I can understand that.
M: You’re living it yourself James, yours and Marion’s lives being something of an example or
pattern for what’s gone by and what’s to come. And it will be the same for everyone when they do
their healing and look back over their lives, being able to slot themselves into this analogy. Because
it’s all about the parent/child relationship, yours James with your own parents, and parents with their
own children, and everyone’s relationship with their true Parents – the Mother and Father.
So in this picture humanity is a child, it's had its time in the womb, and then was born, then has
developed through its forming years and so on all the way until, what – three score and ten, and
then what happens Mary, what happens when humanity ‘dies’?
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M: It dies James. It’s the end of it on Earth.
And can a new humanity get born and start over – a new child?
M: No, not in the sense of what’s been, however in other ways, yes it can continue, being a world
for the Finaliters (re: The Urantia Book). Because as you understand, you don’t die as in ceasing to
be, having to begin again as a child, and as there is no reincarnation as so many people want to
believe, you move into the Mansion Worlds to
continue living, so in this light, it will be the
same for humanity.
Hmm... well, that’s too far away anyway for me now... so I’ll leave it there, I don’t see the need to try
and stretch my imagination beyond that.
M: There’s plenty of time for you to understand such things for yourself James when you come to
spirit.
Yes, I’ll wait until then. But in the meantime Mary, this being possibly along the same lines of my
trying to imagine that which I possibly can’t, I don’t understand how when all these End Times
pressures have passed, then surely there will be time for humanity to rebuild everything that might
get destroyed, even to increase back in population if a lot of people die during the end times. And
so then to pick up where they’ve left off, to get back on the material progress circuit at all costs.
And off it will all go again with us being just as we’ve always been, destroying everything and
making yet another hash of life. I mean, I can’t see humanity going back to the horse and cart and
being happy to remain there whilst they set about doing their healing. So how will it be Mary?
M: I can’t tell you that James. As your soul develops its soul-perceptions you’ll gain some sort of
sense of intuitive understanding of it, but as to how it all pans out, that part you’ll have to wait and
see. What I can say is that the spiritual influences that will be applied through the next age will not
make it conducive for humanity to rebuild what has been, it won’t be able to come back to how it
currently is, and as you say, pick up where it left off. It won’t be able to, nor will it actually want to.
Other things will happen, other directions and ways of life will take over, things will simply be
different.
You see, as we’ve touched on before, things from a spiritual level can’t be the same, and they won’t
be as a whole new spiritual age will have commenced; and with the Spirits of Truth of the Avonals
being readily present, the spiritual influences that evolved humanity during Jesus’ and my age will no
longer be present. So you’ve got nothing to worry about, humanity simply can’t go marching off
on its own glory as it has done and as so many people believe it will continue to do, and believe that
it’s even its right to do, for humanity isn’t in control of its destiny – the Mother and Father are.
I see what you’re saying, so for example, I’ve been reading about how scientists are making daily
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breakthroughs into understanding our genetic makeup and being able to influence it with masses of
ideas about how they will play around with the fundamentals of life taking over from God and
making it all to suit us – or rather to suit those in control. But in the next age, should God not
want humanity to go down that track, they simply won’t, those people not feeling the desire to do
those same experiments, not wanting to have that sort of life.
M: Yes, that’s exactly it. Those scientists will simply not be alive to do such things, or they will
change, or things will change about them so they can’t carry on with such vision. But one way or
another things will not be the same, because humanity is not going to be allowed to have that sort of
control over life – over itself, because for it to continue to do so would be the end of it, it would
destroy itself, its evilness would play right out with self-annihilation. And it’s not going to be
allowed to go that far. Because you understand you are only doing to yourself what you are doing
to others, as you can only do to others what you are doing to yourself, all of which was done to you as
a young child. So those scientists who are not happy with how God has made them are
demonstrating their unhappiness by believing they can improve or change things to make
themselves be better – so happier and feeling more loved. But of course going down that road,
believing you know better than God, is the road of evil, it’s what you’re all currently living, it’s what
the Lucifer’s declared when they decided to go it alone. And it has only one outcome – no love.
And being of no love makes you feel bad. And it makes you feel so bad because ultimately you
cease to exist. So you hit a dead end, and humanity is in the process of hitting dead ends now.
And it will come to understand that it’s trying to annihilate itself; it feels desperately unloved, it feels
very threatened, it feels it’s being snuffed out, it’s ceasing to be, so all everyone is doing is desperately
trying to hang onto life, fighting and trying to change things in the misguided belief that they can
stop the inevitable horrible end – that they will cease to be.
And the further you go down this track, the more painful it will be because your soul is showing
you through your whole system that it’s wrong to go this way. The pain, all your bad feelings, all the
compulsive mental disorders and anti love behavioural problems people are full of, are there to tell
you that it’s not right this way. And through your healing you’ll wake up to discover that you are
feeling this way, that you are in pain because your parents made you feel like your life was ending,
like you were dying, that you were ceasing to exist, that no one cared about you, that you as a
personality was fading out, all being reflected by your feeling-denial.
But you can’t win against evil, against no love. And Jesus showed you that, as it killed him, he
ceased to be in the physical sense when his physical body died. And he showed you what you can
do – must do – that being just surrender to it, allow yourself to be ‘killed’, allow evil to have its way
over you, yet all the while as you go down into the pain of yourself accepting your bad feelings.
And I am telling you, that you are to accept them, not fight them, embrace them, and admit that you
are feeling unloved, that you do feel like you’re being snuffed out and how scared this makes you
feel; expressing all your fear, terror, anxiety and all your anger about it. And whilst you’re readily
embracing your bad feelings, you long as hard as you can to know the truth of them, to understand
why you are feeling them, why they are a part of you. And slowly the truth will come to light about
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your evilness, about why you’re feeling so bad, and how it’s making you feel like you’re being steadily
annihilated. And when you know this truth, through your feelings, amazingly you’ll also come to
discover that you don’t actually die (again as Jesus showed you), that you are very much alive and that
God does love you and God’s way is the right way – the Way of Truth. And so you’ll heal yourself
of being evil, stepping out into a new life of feeling and being truly loved – by yourself, each other
and by God.
Wednesday, 1 January 2014
Mary, I’ve had a few more thoughts about the future Avonal pair that will come to re-bestow the
Divine Love–
M: Yes James.
It’s going to be the same Avonal pair that is here now, isn’t it? They will come back. They will
come, and that time around, live true and prefect lives with their Spirits of Truth being liberated
again, this time to reflect being true, as nothing of healing evil will be needed any longer.
M: Yes James.
But can’t another Avonal pair do the same thing?
M: No, as that would liberate yet another Spirit of Truth from each of the pair, and there is no
need for that, and in fact would make things for the ascending souls (people and Mansion World
spirits) even more complicated, as there’d be too many Spirits of Truth attending to them. So being
Spirits of Truth newly liberated from the same Avonal pair, then it’s just an easy transformation and
progression from one expression of them to another.
And so this Avonal pair will get to experience the horrors of being completely evil and rejected by
humanity – being self-rejecting, as they are now experiencing; and then way in the future the
complete opposite, being fully accepted and loved by humanity and being completely self-accepting.
M: Yes. A rather full experience wouldn’t you say?
Incredible. If indeed it all happens.
M: It’s a long time to wait and see James.
Yeah well, now I’ve got all that sorted out, I can get back to my own bad feelings and seeking the
truth of them.
M: Speak to you soon James. Bye now. Mary M.
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Friday, 3 January 2014
Hi Mary, one last thing–
M: Yes James.
And you’re still not going to tell me who and where the Avonals are?
M: No James, I’m not. That’s between them and myself and Jesus. It’s for them to announce
their coming out – not for Jesus or I to do. All I can say is it won’t be for some time as they’ve still
got more healing to do.
They probably don’t even exist; it’s probably all stuff you’re making up. If their healing is anything
like mine and how I’m feeling today, it will probably never end, it’s just my bad luck God wants me
to be evil forevermore. However, and I’m saying that with a big sigh of resignation to all how
strange it is, your revelations do make a good picture...
M: And I’ll leave you with those thoughts James. Speak to you soon – Mary Magdalene.
Thank you Mary.
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